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By Robert P. Dalton
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI -

Gov. Louie B. Nunn fired off a
hotly worded reply Thursday to a
request for him to submit a plan
for reapportioning the General
Assembly and termed it a
"factional, political" request.
Nunn's five-page answer was a
Nice letter from a lady but the straight no.
Julian M.
letter is unsigned so we cannot House Speaker
and tfour
D-Paducah,
Carroll,
use it. Letters must be signed, no
leaders in the
exceptions. If you do not want other Democratic
your name printed, make this House of Representatives
asked Nunn tlragive
request, but we repeat, most Wednesday
plan so
reapportionment
a
them
names should be printed with the
money would
letters since this adds strength to that the taxpayers'
not be wasted on work that would
one's convictions.
be vetoed.
considered opinion,"
This writer an MSU grad, points "It is my
to Carroll, "That the
out that she knows for a fact that Nunn wrote
is one
reapportionment
of
matter
two thirds of her Calloway
invested exclusively with the
County High Class stayed out
branch of governuntil the wee hours of the mor- legislative
banquet,
ning, the night of the
the state
attending unchaperoned func- Nunn noted sections of
that give the
tions. She supports chaperoned Constitution
legislature the responsibility for
events, including dances.
reapportionment and makes the
No doubt about it, whatever the governor's duty only to call them
either approve or
question, there are two sides. " into session and
veto the bill they pass.
'Political Overtones'
thief has no regard for anyone, "It has been my most sincere
and publicly expressed hope that
not even himself.
this special sessicn of the General
Now comes in Mrs. Mable Pullen Assembly could avoid the obvious
(Continued on Page Ten)
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Letter To The Editor

IPlan To Divide City In
Four Wards Turned Down

Thompson
Speaks To 4,
otarians

was taken on the recommendations at the time.
In recent weeks the Special
Rev. W. A."seiner
Problems committee of the City
Council with Howard Koenan as
C. Garrott
an
*.
,was handed the
keirm
the
comin
&
ago
upturn
months
Sevettal
leys
pro*i-of studying the problem
nation's economy lie in steppedmittee of citizens was appointed once again and coming up with a
by Mayor Holmes Ellis to in- recommendation.
Rev. W. A. Farmer, pastor of up consumer spending and the
vestigate the reapportioning of Koenan made the report last
the Elm Grove Baptist Church investment decisions of business
Mrs. Willard Ails center, Murray-Calloway County Heart Fund the city into four or six equally
for more than six years, will be leaders, the Murray Rotary Club
night. He proposed that the city
Chairman, is presented with a Certificate of Appreciation for four divided (from a population
the visiting minister at the 10:45 was told Thursday.
be divided into four wards with
Dr. James Thompson, a years of volunteer work with the Kentucky Hear: Apociation. Standpoint) wards. The city now Main Street and Twelth Street
a.m. and five p.m. services
the
as
work
ber
:or
Certificate
a
received
left,
Thomas,
FA
Mrs.
at
area
has two wards, with the
Sunday, January 31, at the First professor of economics
being the dividing lines. He said
Murray State University, told the 1970 Special Events Chairman. Robert A. Thornbury, Executive north of Main being one ward and that 12th and Main has been
Baptist Church.
presenthe
Associatiqn made
the area soutla of Main, the other projected as the center city of the
The minister received his Rotarians that a trend of Director of the Kentucky Heart
ward.
training at the Hall-Moody Junior reluctant consumer spending tations.
city since the city has grown to
College, Martin, Tenn., and at spanning the past lie years insouth and west and more
the
the
to
reported
committee
The
Union University, Jackson, Tenn. dicates the American brig
two proposals, one of recently to the north. These
on
council
shape.
financial
good
in
is
public
His former pastorates include
as
which involved having four dividing lines could be shifted
"Not only have consumers
Gleason, Whiteville, Woodlawn
the population grew, he told the
which
other,
the
and
wards
Mills, Bradford, and Puryear, all slowed down on spending," he
proposed six wards. No actio council.
said, "they are paying off ekbts.
in the state of Tennessee.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry said that in
her volunteer- wiatit-_-air Special
of
president
Ails,
Willard
Mrs.
start
will
Rev. Farmer has served as Sooner or later, they
her opinion his solution was not
Events Chairman for the 1970
the
given
was
sorority,
her
moderator of five associations buying again, and when this
valid and did not solve the issue.
campaign.
begins wr will see a rapid grepdh Certific.ation of Appreciation
and was-antactive member. of
Dave Willia-..loki•lhe council
the - Kent-ticky-Anititt -'Mrs. Ails also_ accepted....a
this
possibly
economy,
lhe
in
Executive Board of the Tenthat he felt that six wards would
Certificate of Merit, which was
regular
the
during
Association
nessee Baptist Convention for year.
presented to the Gamma Gamma Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lovett of serve the city better since city
Another factor, he said/is meeting of the Gamma Gamma
seven years.
Chapter Of Beta Sigma Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi for Benton Route Four, parents of councilmen would be closer to
are
"These
levels.
inventory
The Elm Grove pastor is active
Sorority, Tuesday night. She has their volunteer service during the Mrs. Thomas Helen) Hogan- their constituents. He intimated
in young people's work,and led in down to a nice, working level," he
camp of Murray, will celebrate that the people of. northeast.?
Heart 1970 Heart Fund Drive.
the
with
worked
the purchase of land on Kentucky pointed out, "but current inRobert Thornbury, in making their golden wedding an- Murray would get better
four
past
the
for
Association
Lake -and the erection of several ventories will not support a high
years, serving as the Murray. the presentations, expressed his niversary with a reception representation if Main Street
buildings on that land for camps level of wending."
County Chairman appreciation to each of the Sunday, January 31, at their were the dividing line with northCalloway
Dr,Thompson, who has been a
and assemblies.
1968, '69, '70 cam- women for their work in 1970, home between the hours of two south lines cutting the city to
the
during
Rev. and Mrs. Farmer reside member of the Murray (amity
and to Mrs. Ails and Mrs. and five p.m. All, friends and form the six wards. He suggested
Peiffrls•
ling-.
predicted
also
1967,
Since
at 300 South 5th Street, Murray.
Thomas for their serving as relatives are invited to attend. that the two easternmost wards
viceThomas,
Ed
Mrs.
term interest rates eventual')
County Chairman and Special The Lovetts were married be formed by a line running
Gamma
Gamma
of
esident
blotor
ir
loil
Ør
will follow recent downwc
Chairman,. respeoPvely. Februazy 6, 1921, by Rev. Roy through Seventh or Eighth street.
ZNInits
was
-with
,
presented
tor-snarrxt.rore-rates7
Certification of Appreciation for This year's campaign will be Pafford at the home of the bride. - Some councilmen opposing die
cautioned the Rotarians "no,'
carried on throughout the month Their attendants were Roy four ward proposal intimated
expect any more 4 percent
n it7d Prep I ntarn stional
of February, beginning with Dotson and Edna Johnson Bor- that the wards should be so
money."
/- arranged that the election of a
"Coffee Day", February 2nd, at ders, cousin of the bride.
There are two schools of
the Murray restaurants. A Mr. Lovett, a retired fartner Negro would be guaranteed.
thought
among
nationally
Considerable
„Kentucky:
Mr. Willis said that he did not
"Business-Days-for-Heart" will and carpenter, is the son of the
loudiness today and Saturaay. recognized economists, he said, The party planned for the be conducted . also. Mrs. Hoyt late Hugh Lovett and Huldah care "whether the councilmen
Partly clouds tonight with a regarding the economy'.
twelve 'and fourteen year old Roberts, president of the Henson Lovett...Mrs. Lovett, the elected were blue, black, green or
chance of a few snow showers One, fiscal, involves govern- children at OutWood Hospital by Business and Professional former Eula Johnson is the in technicolor" but that he was
to
effort
east tonight and Satuday mental spending 'in an
the Teens Who Care has been Women's Club, will serve as daughter of the late Oscar concerned with each area
Ronnie Jackson' and Paul morning. Warmer today not as control the economy, while the
changed from Sunday, January chairman for this phase of the Johnson and Orpha Henderson receiving the best of represenShapiro will serve as Calloway cold tonight and turning cooler other, monetary, involves the
drive.
Sunday, February 7.
Johnson. They are members of tation. This could be achieved
County Chairmen of the Combs- late Saturday. High today upper 'quantity of money poured into it 31, to
through the six ward proposal, he
local Donations will be collected at the Olive Baptist Church.
the
of
Members
Carroll Action Corps it was an- 30s to mid 40s. Lows tonight from all sources.
Murray-Morehead basketball They are the parents of two said.
the
to
people
young
of
organization
nounced today by Robert. Mat- mostly in the 20s. Highs Saturday "Both are expansive," he said,
game, and then a door-to-door daughters, Mrs. Hogancamp of Paron West told the council
-with the federal government help the mentally ill and mentally
thews, State Campaign Chair- lower 40s.
solicitation will be made on Heart Murray and Mrs. Katherine that in his opinion the present two
sponsor
will
area,
this
of
retarded
deficit,
running at a $15 billion
man for Bert Combs and Julian
Mrs. Hillman of Jeffersonville, Ind., ward arrangement was just as
and the Federal Reserve people the party for the children at Sunday, February 21, said
Carroll.
Outwood, .a mentally retarded Alls, who will again be serving as and one son, Earl Lovett of fair, since he believed that any
money
of
increasing
amount
the
The Action Corps is a statewide
EXTENDED FORECAST
Murray-Calloway County Renton Rout Four. They have councilman now serving had the
in the economy at the same tune. Institution' at Dawson Springs.
organization of young Kenduring the 1971 Heart seven grandWdren two great good of the entire city in mind
Chairman
each
meets
Care
Who
Teens
"I hope advocates of both views
tuckians working in support of Extended weather outlook for
Drive.
Fund
at
(Cqnlinued on Page Ten)
Thursday
grandchildren.
fourth
and
second
the Combs-Carroll team in the Kentucky Sunday through have not underestimated the
Center of
amount of inflationary potential 6:30 p.m. at the Youth
May Democrat gubernatorial Tuesday:
The
left in the economy," he added in the First Baptist Church.
primary.
boys
all
to
organization
open
is
Sunday
noting some of the forces which
Shapiro, an attorney with the Chance of precipitation
and girls of the city and county,
law firm of Lovett and Lewis, and again Tuesday otherwise create inflation, such as the
ages thirteen through nineteen.
Sunday
the
Cool
cloudy.
in
recent
partly
settlement
.wage
is
Benton,
the Murray City
The group will leave the Youth
Sunday
Highs
upautomotive industry and
Prosecutor and President of the through Tuesday.
Center on South 4th-Street about
Murray Jaycees. Shapiro and his 40s increasing to upper 40s and coming wage negotiations in the
one p.m. on Sunday, February 7,
wife Sandra have two children. low 50s Tuesday. Lows Sunday in steel industry.
By NORMAN KEMPSTER forcement, stronger curbs on will restore prosperity fails to
to go .to Outwood for the party.
20s
upper
to
nation's
increasing
20s
Touching briefly on the
Jackson, a farmer, is a past the
WASHINGTON.( UPI) -Pres- pollution, a commitment to an work ou,t, the deficit may turn
They will return home by six p.m.
president of the Calloway County and low 30s Tuesday.
unemployment situation, the
Nixon today sent Con- all-volunteer army, and a start out to be even bigger.
ident
evening.
Murray State economist em- Sunday
.
Young Democrats.
Record Spending Figure -geess a $229.2 billion budget on his controversial welfare
phasized that unemployment is Sponsors of the Teens Who with a built-in $11.6 billion reform system that would put a The President himself enviIn accepting the appointment
"a necessary evil" to ('rub in- Care are Dan Shipley and Mr. deficit he said would produce floor under the income of every sioned a total deficit of $30.2
Shapiro said,"I am very pleased
-many and Mrs. Robert Wagar. Officers prosperity -"without war and American family.
flation,
to be able to play an active role in
although
billion for this and ti- coming
Vietnam Reduction Implicit fiscal year-$18.6 billion in
the Combs-Carroll Campaign.
economists feel that •'we are Church Hussung, Dean without runaway inflation."
These are two of the finest
shouldn't be having, both at the Willis, Gail Lyons, and Karen
Nixon called his spending Although no figures were fiscal 1971 and $11.6 billion in
Russell.
same.time."
candidates to ever offer themblueprint for the 12 months given for Vietnam, the budget 1972.
. Pointing out that it takes from
selves for public office in Ken"full was predicated on the assumpJuly __-__1 a
starting
tucky. They will provide Ken- Bro. Steve Wolfgang will be the six months to a year and a half
TWO CITED
employment budget." It was a tion that the U.S. withdrawal
speaker at the services on Sun- for economic policy to'produce Two persons were cited by the sharp departure from orthodox will continue. Most of the $1.1
tucky with great leadership."
Jackson said,"Bert Combs hag day, January 31, at 10:50 a.m. results, Dr. Thompson noted that Murray Police Department Republican economic theory billion increase in military
a record of performance and and six p.m. at the West Murray it is difficult to look at the yesterday and last night. They and was based on the hope that outlays ( to $77.5 billion) would
achievement for the people of Church of Christ located on economy beyond a year from now were one for reckless driving and red-ink spending would pull the go for the Navy, emerging as
"because too many things can unnecessary noise and one for nation out of the economic the dominant service, and for
Kentucky. This is the central Doran Road
resenrch on futuristic weapons.
issue of this campaign and The guest speaker presently happen. If we should really public drunkenness.
doldrums by mid-1972.
The Murray Fire Department
Governor Combs is the one preaches for the West Side become,.involved in the CamThe President put it this
George H. Mahon, was called to the residence at 206
candidate with the proven ex- Church' in Marion, Ind. Aude bodian situation, this could upset
way! "By spending as if we Chairman
NOT HAZEL MAN
whose House Appropriations Irvan Street last night at 6:30 perience of accomplishment for McKee is the minister for the all predictions," he said.
George Starks, Hazel, listed as were -at full employment, we Committee muSt pass on the
Dr. Thompson, who recieved
West Murray Church.
p.m. The house is owned by the
the state."
full
fined for unnecessary noise in the will help to bring about
money proposals, summed up Roberts Realty Company
his bachelor's degree in
employment."
the probabIA Democratic reacagriculture at Murray State, was Hazel Court report, was a George
No New Taxes
Air
tion in advance. The Texas Fire department records said
introduced by Mayor Holmes Starks on leave from the
pare
to
effort
no
made
Nixon
skillet of
Ellis, the club's program Force in Hazel, and not a per- the deficit by requesting higher Congressman said full employ- that the fire was from a
was
chairman for • the day. Guests manent resident of Hazel, ac- general taxes. He did seek a ment, was just another way o grease on the stove and CO2
flames..
the
Town
King,
cording
to
H.
G.
extinguisli
to
used
whop"an
saying
old-fashioned
included
Marvin
Dunn,
$2.8 billion hike in payroll taxes
'sh U
Fifteen firemen and Chief .;ackie
,ping budget _deficit"
Madieunvilfe-, and 'Loins ZimonweiRef'S and Their
-WerrsliThe raft: • • per ans
merman , Murray apartment
to finance a 6 per cent increase Not since World War II has were back at the station by 615BOND SALES
a
operator.
Sales of Series E and H Savings in Social Security benefits. . President deliberately planned p.m.
Mr. Construction Worker,. you Chances are that you won't but
in Calloway County during He called on Congress to such a big deficit and no
Bonds
Mr. Factory Worker, you Mr. what,if you do. Yes,you are right,
That ,day after at 1:40 the
- - • V:1-144HE.R SERVING
December were $12,284 bringing phase out some of, the .Great modern , Republican presideot
Insurance Company, and- all we will be there, butahat are we
firemen were called to Cain &
,New,
and
Frontier
Society
OBSERVATION
11SS
the
or
6203,061
to
year's sales
er has done so. If Nixon's Teas Motor Sales at Five
other disinterested citizens of going to help you with when it is
ISLAND-Navy Petty Officer 102.9 per -ent of the county's programs most prized by t. theory that red-ink speeding
Calloway County a question. all gone?
Points. The fire, caused by lint o
Third Class Erwin F. Washer, annual goal of $197,290. Sales a Democrats and adopt one of the
a heater, was out on arrival o What are you doing to assist us in
keystones of his "New AmeriThere are 17 members of this husbard of the former Miss year ago were $195,931.
MAILBOX DAMAGED
protecting your property in the Rescue Squad who will arise to Margie A. Williams of Route 5, In Kentucky, sales for the can Revolution"-a revenue- The mailbox of G. T. Lilly on thirteen
-firemn'Cop.
a
of
recovery
the
or
fire,
event of
serve you at any time of the day. Murray, Ky., is now serving month were $3,937,461 while sharing plan earmarking $'4.6 South 16th Street was damaged
body of one of your loved ones, or or night without payment of any aboard the missile test ship USS cumulative sales for the year billion for states and' local sometime-last night. The Murray
Now lf_pif Mum
the search for a missing person, kind. We do not ask for any Observation Island which will reached $55,879,391 or 104.8 per governments to spend largely Pelice 1}.7partment officials said
that
case
J..
recent
the
as
such
money te be spent on -our .per- change its horneport from Pori cent of the $53,300,000 annual as they see fit.
someone hit the mailbox with a By. laded Pr
happened at Hazel, Ky,?
lie also iinight bigger defense tar and also drove through •.`.,
Canaveral, Fla. to Pearl Harbqr, goal. Sales a year ago were
spending,
law
enimproved
Februpry
early
in
Tao
$52,839,320
Hawaii
Pale
('ontinued on
•'
Say you won't ever need'•Js'
yard.

Nixon Asks For Two Year
Extension On Draft Law
Jackson
Shapiro Appornte

By ED DOOLEY
WASHINGTON (UPI) -President Nixon has asked Congress
to extend the draft for another
two years, and to authorize
spending $1.5 billion to help
make another extension unnecessary when that time period
IS up.
But key lawmakers remained
skeptical that the draft could
ever really be abolished. John
C. Stennis, chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, said he thought a
volunteer Army was "a long
way off," while his counterpart
in the House, Rep. F. Edward
Hebert, D-La., dismissed the
idea as a -utopian dream."
Stennis said Senate hearings
on the draft would begin
Tuesday while Hebert said his
committee would consider the
draft as its "first priority."
Monthly National Lottery
Nixon told Congress his
objective was to "reduce draft
calls to zero" through a longrange enhancement of military
life. He also proposed a
national lottery call each month
to ensure relatively equitable
draft liability throughout the
country.
Stennis recommended a longel draft extension than to July
1, 1973, as requested by the
President, while Hebert said he
does not think a volunteer army
\op* ever will be possible. The
current draft authority expires
July 1.
"The objective of this administration is to reduce draft
calls to zero, subject to the
overriding considerations of
national security, and as long
as we need the draft to make it

The proposed increase in -city
wards from two to four or six,
brought on some of the sharpest
argument at the City Council
meeting in some months.

Rev. W. A.:Farmer
Isthilthire) aker

Mrs. Ails Givektirtificate For
r
r or
u Years:Service, Heart FUnd

Mr., Mrs. Lovett
Plan Celebration --

imooppmwarviAt,
The Weather

PartyAt Outwood
Is On February 7

President's Budget Request Has
Built-In $11.6 Billion Deficit

Steve Wolfgang To
Speak Here Sunday

Fire Department Is
Called Out Twice
Here On Thursday

Rescue Squad Member Pleads
With Countians To Send In Donations
Dear Editor:
I, usMember of the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue Squad
and an interested citizen of
Calloway County, would like to
take this opportunity to thank you
for your papers' support in our
recent drive for funds to continue
with the fire service to the
Citizens of Calloway County.
Now I would like to ask you,
that's right. you Mr. Farmer, you

Vol. LXXXXII No, 24

Fireworks Erupt At City. Council
Meeting Over New Ward Proposal

Governor Fires Off
Hotly Worded Letter
To Carroll Thursday
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

100 Per Copy
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Clean Water Laws

THE TERMS"EXECUTIVE AND MANAGEMENT",MAY
SOON
MEAN THE SAME AS "HICK AND HAYSEED".
Enteied Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
Dad said it was tine that someone came to the defense of the
transmission as Second Class ,34tte.r
poor farmer. For far too long they have been looked upon as being
at best not too bright. Such expressions as, hayseed, hick, country
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 35e per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adiolnins crruntuw. Per Year, $5-50
bunkin, hillbilly, and ruff as a corn cob were used in relation to the
.
Zones 1 .31 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $11.00. All ser.uce subscriptions $1100.
poor farmer. Dad said he had to admit there was some evidence to
back up many of these expressions. Dad went on to say that while
'TM Outstanding Civic Asset at a Community is the
the farmer isn't dumb, there were many times when he hasn't
Integrity of its Newspaper"
been too bright. For example, dad pointed out the great dust bowl
of Oklahoma and Texas,of the thirties. "This was certainly due to
FRIDAY—JANUARY 29, 1971
a poor management of the land," he said. Dad went on to add that
most folks didn't need to go to Texas or Oklahoma to see the
evidence of poor land management. They could look on farms
quite near them, wherever they happened to be. On these farms
there are, gullies, washes, ditches, eroaded Land, or whatever
you wanted to call AO unfit for man or beast, made so by some
long ago poor farmer, who either wasn't too bright, or didn't know
The announcement Monday by the
better." Dad said,"But now farmers aren't so dumb because they
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that it
now know and do better."
could
lead
to
a
ban on all
is beginning action that
Dad said he's very happy that the old term, "Backward as a
uses of the pectide DDT leads us to observe
Farmer," is being replaced by, a "As backward as
that the rusti4..,n should not panic to the point that
management,'' Dad explained that the current earth pollution,
we iet the bugs and worms completely take over. _ mercury, smoke, and other deadly chemicals, were being
dumped and spread by management and educated people that
While the improper use of some presticides
ought to know better but don't. Dad said he guessed he better
is undoubtedly harmful this is not to say that we
leave off the double talk and state straight out that what was now
will have a better world if v.e do away with 4N
'being said about the dumb farmer's destruction of the land
would, by some future writer, be said about today's educated
pesticides. Production of corn, cotton, wheat,
management. Stated more clearly, "They are destroying the
beans, tobacco and other basic crops, as well as
earth-and they ought to know better." "The true hick farmers of
fruit and vegetables is dependent on the proper
today."
control of insects through the use of chemicals,
I'm looking at dad right now and he's smiling. He has always
felt that the farmers weren't dumb, just misunderstood.
known as pesticides.
By Bob Little
Some conservationists aud naturalists

One-and-a-half centuries ago,
the poet Byron wrote:
"Till taught by pain, men really
know not what good water's
worth."
Today, taught by the pain of
illiallution in a thousand lakes and
streams, %Ye are becoming acutely
I aware of what good water's
worth Clean water laws are being
enacted with new urgency and
enforced with new visor.

Let's Don't Panic

opposed to the use of pesticides have said that we
should fall back on the "balance of nature." This
sounds great,but thereissome doubtthat it would
be practical. Sue#,Ar"balance" could result in
insect-riddled crOps, leafless trees in summer,
crop-choking weeds, unsanitary conditions, sky- rocketing food prices and a genera/ redtictien
food stuffs being produced for a growing and
hungry nation.
Chemical pesticides should be used
properly, but not altogether abandoned. We
mustn't be panicked into enacting legislation
banning all the bug-killers on the market just
because some people have abused the use of
them.

How sweet the morning dew
Falls from the heavenly fountain
- Splashing its sparkling
Upon lovely pedels and way• rusty tin cans.

John W.Clopton. age 82, died t,....tay at the Murray Hospital.
The Calloway County Conservation Club will spend a total of
$1700 for game this year. This will be $1300 for quail, $200 for
coons, and $200 for rabbits.
Mrs. Howard E. Olila is the Heart Sunday and publicity
chairman for Murray in the 1961 Heart Fund Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fielder, 202 Woodlawn, are the parents of
a son born at the Murray Hospital,

20 Years Age Today

-Peeking out behind the mirror

LEDGER & MASS MR

I sprang away in terror.

Don Nanny of Murray and
Steve Wilson of Wickliffe will
serve as Murray Statc University
Co-Chairmen Ed! Bert-Combs and
Julian Carroll.

Slashing at my wounded brain.
On the chest an elephant in white,

-'

withdre* without much ado
_ Front the terror..of my daughter's zoo.
By Marie Jarrett

LETTERS,,,
‘EDITOR
i Continued From Page One
sonal transportation in tryingio
help you. Nor do we ask for
receive any payment when we
take off from work to go to those
disasters. All we ask from you is
your support by contributing a
donation to continue this service
to you the people of Calloway
County
Some of the people have the
idea that this Rescue Squad unit
is ours, by that I mean you think
it belongs to a small group

itself. We need
bubble heads who use this is not enough ttf.
organization to have a good time. your contribution now plus your
Let me assure you that this is not name on the petition in hopes
true. If you call having a good they will grant us more money.
time getting out of bed at 2 or 3 Robert 0. Miller, your County
o'clock in the morning, or Judge, made a statement in the
walking for miles in search of paper recently to the effect that
someone, or fighting a fire while when the chips are down
the water is freezing on you, well everyone responds. Well, the
sir, all I can say to you is corni-t-hiPs are down. Now where is the
on, have fun with us, because we response from you people in the
need you. If not in body and County,and you people in the city
spirit, then your support by doing of Murray, because you could
benefit from this service also.
something.
You say, "What can we do?" And where are you petiple in the
who are in a
Well the most of you already Fiscal Court
know, but.we will be glad to tell position to see that we, are
preperly funded.
you again if it will do any goad_ It not only would be a shame to
We need pledges of money and lose this necessary service but
signatures on a petition. Some of disasterous as well. Can you
these have already been affprd to lose this service' Can
distributed The petition is for the you afford to keep this service
Fiscal.Court, in hopes they will that you withe,without once it is
see fit to grant us an annual gone? Time is drawing near - you
appropriation sufficient to decide.
continue our service to you.
Send your donations today to
The Fiscal Court has already Calloway County Fire and
contributed $1800 00 to this cause, Rescue Squad, Box 612, Murray,
but they have their financial Ky. 42071. Thank you.
difficulties as you or I have. They
Sincerely yours,
do not have to contribute one
Donald-R. Thorn
dime to this organization, but as
Route 8
indicated earlier they have. That
Murray,Ky. 42071

•

Hereford cattle are named
after the English county of,
that name.
"

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

zany Yossarian
as
Alan A
and Paula Prentiss Hower right)
in a Mike Nichols Film,"CATCH.
22." presented by Paramount
Cerporation
in
Pictures
association with Filmways, Inc.
Nichols directed the TechnicolorPanavision attraction based on
the novel by Joseph Heller and
screenplay by Buck Henry. The
film produced by John Caney and
Martin Ransohoff and featuring
an all-star cast is now showing at
the Capri Theatre.
gads absence
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) 'ilartha Hyer-ends a prolonged
absence from movies and television with a guest appearance
on ABCs -The Young Lawyers--
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A monkey slowly from the ceiling sprang,

The announcement was made
by Robert Matthews, State
Campaign Chairman for Combs
ard Carroll in the May,Democrat Kentucky ever had Today we see
---eavernatorial pr‘rn.ry
his mark—the modern highways.
community colleges, state parks.
Nanny, a Business Finance
and his leadership in conmajor, is the son of Mr, r.,:k;, Mrs.
servation,- and environmental
Charles Nanny of Murray. He is a
otection. He is a man of vision
22 year old senior. '
and we need him today,"
Combs is
Wilson, also 22, is a Political Wilson added, "Bert
Young Kentuckiams
Science major A senior.,-Wilson calling upon
to, join him in building a new
lb a member of . the -Murray
Demers% Party in Kentucky. All
and
Democrats
University Young
across the state thousands of
Pi Karina Alpha Fraternity.
y-ung Kentuckians are anSwer.big the call and I am pleased
acceptini
In
to have an opportunity to par4,arim said. -Fvert Combs was
ticipate in the campaign."
‘fne of the createst GoVeT110T5
•

radically" wrong in the radarbased citation, "but those boys
are kind of kings of the highway
and you don't say too much to
them."
At Osborne's request, Grayson
County Judge Fay Embry agreed
to step down from the case and
another judge was appointed.
"If it's right to fine one man for
speeding, everyone should be
fined," Embry stated. "If there's
nothing to radar, it should bs
thrown out—but we've had it for
several years and no question ha!
arisen about it to
my
knowledge."

For coiled upon the pillow was cecil.

Yes, we can invite all our friends to our Father's house. There is
abundance of room.

Chairmen
For Combs
Are Named

an hour linfiroll-thevnterrrnsti
road--a little slower uphill and
a little faster downhill."4
He said he noticed that a car—
which turned out to be driven by
Jessica Todd of Covington, a
Welfare Department worker—
was behind him for perhaps 30 to
40 miles.
When the trooper stopped him,
Osborne asked if heti were going
to be cited, he said, and the
trooper Said, "Yes."
':Well,then stop the car behind
me because she's a witness that I
wasn't speeding," the appellate
jurist said he replied.
He said the officer did stop the
woman, and to Osborne's
astonishment, gave her a ticket
driving 92 miles per hour.
-This just couldn't be"
Osborne said, "and I told him
so)."
He said the woman also is
contesting her traffic citation.
Osborne said he told the state
trooper "that something was

CAM
a-see
Unlv
110Phi
Stan(
of col
at MI
mart
upsel
back

A thought for today: Poet
Ella Wheeler Wilcox said, ''It
ever has been since time began,
and ever will be, till time lose
breath. That love is a moon ...
and love
no more to a man
to a woman is life or death"

Birtlu'ry of
ALBERT GALLATIN
1761 - 1849
American Diplomat
Secretary of the Treasury
under Jefferson and Madison

I moved slowly and .with will,

--Carrying a bride and.,groom so bright

?—C

114re-T"
1127
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There sat a big black widow spider

Bible Thoughtfor Today
ti Unit roiiils lby falbses bowiefar as to ledie

Jan. 29

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

I suddenly became a fighter,

Winter covered Calloway County with a cloak of ice and snow
last night and today after two weeks of above freezing weather.
A. Carman and E. B. Howton of the agriculture department of
Murray State College visited the Biltimore Dairy Farm at
Asheville, N. C., this weekend.
The Murray Training School Colts won the championship of the
tournament by
Calloway County High School Basketball
defeating the New Concord Redbirds by the score of 56 to 45..
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton-Williams of Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby girl born at the Murray Hospital on January 26.

KRSONAtITIES
POSTAGE
By Mack & Hayman

Judge Osborne cleared
of speeding on turnpike

State Oitirt -of ApfettliIilde
Earl Osborne, a Benton resident,
was cleared Monday on a charge
of speeding on the Western
Kentucky Parkway in the
The lovely lake as a gently mother
Grayson County Court in LeitDrinks of her child the morning mist
chfield, Kentucky.
And lives as one vast shining moat
Osborne stated on December
For the carefree forsays of a beer can boat.
10, 1970, that he would fight the
traffic charge that he was driving
Mother nature works in continuous motion
85 miles per hour on the parkway
Clearing the pollutants of land, lakes, and ocean
near Leitchfield. Osborne
And as a poet I shall tenderly sigh
tepresents the First Appellate
Bless you, bless you,0'great laundermat of the sky.•
.„9Pistrict at the halfway mark of
an eight-year term.
Osborne said that he received
—Thomas 0.Perkins
the ticket October 25 while
MY DAUGHTER'S ZOO
returning to Frankfort from
Benton Had he paid the fine, the
I went into my daughter's bower
total cost would have been less
than $50
Stopped, stood, silent as a tower
Osborne's version is that he
was driving at or near the 70 mile
Standing near me with a stare.
•
Stood a wicked panda bear

TIMES FILE

ditions, that the chance of any
harm to public health was almost
nil.
Under these circumstances, I
court ruled that the water commission was overstepping- its authority. The court felt that even
in the name of clean water, there
has to be some reasonable basis
for government action.
Nevertheless, the vast majority
of clean water laws have been
upheld, esen when they impose
real hardship on a particular
city, a particular industry, or a
particular individual.
Consider the case of a factory
owner who had been discharging
raw pollutants into a local brook,
When a new law banned this
practice, he took the matter to
court.
"I don't challenge the law itself," he said. "But the fact is
that because of the ban, my factory is suddenly worth about
$100,000 less than it was before.
Why shouldn't tke_.2pvernment
reimburse me for that loss?
Otherwise, this is taking private
property without compensation,
which is unconsti,utional."
However, the court denied his
claim, saying this was not a "taking" in the constitutional sense,
'The design is not to take
property for public use," said the
court. "It is to regulate the use
of property so as to protect the
conmion right of all citizens."

The Almanac
GOOD TRY
By United Press International
MEMPHIS, Tenn. )UPI)— Today is Friday. Jan. 29, the
29th day of 1971.
Hauled into city court Thesday
The moon is between its new
police
a
stealing
of
on a charge
phase and first quarter.
20,
patrol car, Harold Rhodes,
are
stars
morning
The
argued that he merely was Mercury, Venus, Mars and
property.
public
of
making use
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
His attorney, Pete Sisson, Those born on this date are
said the state charge of larceny under the sign of Aquarius.
should be reduced to malicious
On this day in history:
mischief.
In 1900 baseball's American
League was founded.
Acting City Court Judge
In 1963 France cast the first
Frank White said the free use of many votes against Britain's
property
under entry into the Common Market
of
public
Rhodes' contention would lead of Europe. Britain still is not a
to chaos. He bound Rhodes over member.
to the state on $250 bond.
In 1964 an unmanned Saturn
rocket was launched. It crashed
by
gotten
"Man, if he had
on the moon four days later.
with that argument, we never In 1969 the Labor Department
would know where our squad
reported a jump in prices of
cars are," said one policeman
nearly 5 per cent to mark the
in the courtroom.
worst inflation since the Korean
War year of 1951.

An American Bar Association public senice feature by Will Bernard.
1971 American Bar Association

drink
Shared gingerly by the soft lips
Of a gayly wind dancing flower
And a lovely yesterday's newspaper.

ten YearshAgo Today
LEDGER

Yet, serious objections may be
raised by loose who are affected
adversely. How do the courts
look upon such objections?
To begin with, there are indeed limits as to how far the
gosernment can go in fighting
pollution. Take this case:
A state water commission tried
to halt the discharge of sewage
into a certain river. But the sewage was being discharged so far
from the nearest community, under such carefully controlled con-

BLESS YOU 0' GREAT MOTHER

-
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Luther Is Apprehensive
Over Tough Austin Peay

Intense
as International
day, Jan. 29, the
1.
between its new
t quarter.
are
stars
nus, Mars and

at guard. Noble has averaged 19.6
"They're the best Austin Peay 42.7.
111116
points a game, Wanstrath 6.8,
6-4
team I've seen since I've been at Austin Peay starters are
17.1, Stephenson 18.1,
Kirunan
Jerry
6-9
and
Noble
Cal
ve
apprehensi
Larry
an
Murray,"
4.9. Kinman is the
Santel
Kinand
6-9
forward;
at
Luther said of his Racers' next Wan.strath
rebounder with a
leading
Jerry
OVC's
opponent. "They really move and man at center; and 6-2
game.
a
16.1
Sante!
Tom
5-11
and
(Greg)
Stephenson
that
and
shoot well
Murray's Jim Young has
The Murray State University Start in the two-mile; Davi Kinrnan is surpassed only by
17.6 points, Les Taylor
averaged
in
in
Noell
the
Buckley
shot;
McDaniels among the league's
track team will open its indoor
Hector Blondet 14.7, Ron
Results
high
16.6,
Tom
and
jump;
Basketball
Buckley
College
-team
five
a
in
men.
Saturday
season
big
al Johnson 8.8, and Ron Williams
meet at the University of Illinois. Williams in the long and triple The Racers and Governors will By United Press Internation
East
the
pole
in
jwnps;
Morris
8.4.
Doug
Competing will be Murray,
clash at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at
The Racers sport a 13-2 overall
Penn 66 Princeton 82 lot)
Illinois, Middle Tennessee, vault, and Sowerby, Samuels, Austin Peay.
74
and are a half game back
the
mile
in
record
and
Turner
DePaul
McGinnis,
90
Duquesne
George
Lincoln.
Coach
Austin Peay's
Kentucky State, and
in the OVC 'th a 4-1
Western
63
relay
Drexel
of
81
LaSalle
.
Entries for Murray will
Fisher agrees that this is perhaps
record. They were rank 19th in
LeeRoy McGinnis, Randy Smith. Turner. who has twice been his best team and adds, Kinrnan St. Bona 79 Canisius 76
U this
the Associated Press
and John Stedelin in the WINO named to the NCAA's All- could be the show piece of the
to
team
Murray
first
the
week,
track
South
team,
America
finished
dash; Pat Verry in the 70-yd
OVC next year."
make the Top 20 since 1952.
second in the NCAA quarter last The Governors' OVC record C1emson/
415 Virginia 44
1
Mid
Morris,
Doug
Verry,
highs;
I
Luther's Morehead St 90 W. Tex. St. 78 The undefeated (12-0) Murray..
confirms
Granville Buckley in the 70 loWit; summer and second in the NCAA also
freshmen will play Austin Peay
600
indoor
two
The
ago.
years
in
thrillKrejci
the
of
evaulation. They are 3-3 and Ky Wes] 102 E. Mich 90
Darrell Remole and Ed
CAMPUS CASUALTIES—Two hospitalized casualties—a cheerleader and a spectator—
87 in a 5:30 preliminary to the
a-second basketball game last weekend between Murray State University and Western Kentucky the mile; Tommy Turner and Racer mile relay finished third in number among their victims Loyloa (Lai 118 Wm&Mary
varsity game.
Verry in the quarter; Fred the USTI. F meet last year and East Tennessee, the only league
University are comforted at the Murray Hospital. In bed is Benny Hllpp of Lebanon, a Murray State
fifth in the NCAA. The relay had team to beat Murray. They're
Midwest
sophomore cheerleader who broke his leg while attempting a back flip during a second half ttmeout. Sowerby and John Balbach in the
Offering words
COACHING SWITCH
1000; Ashman Samuels in the OP; a best outdoor time of 3:07.8, a also beaten Morehead and Middle Miami (Ohio) 91 Tulane 66
Standing is Tommy Allen of Alamo, Tenn., who broke his elbow in a fall at the game.
Mass.
rs
Ten- Wichita St 98 Memphis St 87
cheerleade
WILLIAMSTOWN,
senior
. Tb
both
tsixto
of
Cadiz,
Lester
McGinnis, Smith, and mark that Coach Bill Cornell Test
and
Mimi
.ntThey
Ke
l ee
L,oulsville
nneenss
of
Turner,
(left)
Sells
of consolation are Kathy
thinks they will better this nessee Tech by two points and
UPI)—Williams College anat Murray State. Allen, a January, 1970, graduate of Murray State, and Miss Sells are engaged to be Stedelin in the 300; Krejci, Greg
Southwest
season
by
nounced the hiring of Al Jacks
married in June. In contrast to the had luck of Hilpp and Allen, Murray State scored a stunning 73-71 Fullarton, Bill Clark, and Dennis
N Texas St 66
90
Drake
at
its new head football coach
came
Conference
as
Valley
Ohio
loss
the
to
throw
decisive
toppers
Hill
only
seventh-ranked
the
nationally
over
upset victory
Thursday. Jacks coached ClaWestern Kentucky, where they Utah 99 Arizona 86
back into a scramble.
rion State (Pa.) College to
(1Pbsta I/ Wilson Woolley)
caught the Hilltoppers rebounWest
three league championships in
ding from losses to LaSalle and
Weber St 77 Boise St 61
eight seasons.
Murray.
The Goys are second in the
OVC in offensive average with
85.9 points. Murray has averaged
By JOE CARNICELLI
Kansas State while Cincinnati
The Racers, however, have
83.1.
UPI Sports Writer
Holland
Vernon
went for tackle
opponents to 72 points a
held
Jim
e
NEW YORK (UPI)—Th
of Tennessee State.
while Austin Peay has
game
Plunkett mystery is over and Elmo Wright, a wide receiver
90.9.
professional ranks," Plunkett the George Allen mystery. from the University of Houston, given up an average of
opin pro ball.
By MILTON RICHMAN
"Those you can mention continues today as the National went to Kansas City and St. Murray has outrebounded
says.
Peay Murray State's freshman game. He's hit 6L2 percent of his
"A few," he says.
Austin
UPI Sports Willer
34.6.
to
47.3
ponents
and
(Gary)
Huarte
are ( John)
Football League heads into the Louis took Norm Thompson, a
the field. Against
That's being honest enough.
YORK (UP!)—Jim
NEW
leads opponents on the boards basketball team, coached by attempts from
least as far as second day of its annual college defensive back from Utah.
frosh last
Kentucky
Western
the
would Beban at
draftees
hit
have
Racers
all
The
Plunkett is going to be a rich Many top
won
49.9.
Kayo Willis, has not only
quarterback's go. There were player draft.
Giants picked 54.6 to
York
New
and 15
The
points
35
had
he
week,
same
the
for
to
That's
"none"
rich.
goal
answer
of their field
boy soon. Very
its games this season, it's won
others. They just don't make it.
The Boston Patriots ended the first "sleeper" of the draft 50.1 percent
rebounds.
hit
has
question and be lying to you as
Peay
Austin
sure.
attempts;
what
big.
them
for
You're not really sure
two months of speculatiti in Ralph "Rocky" Thompson, a
Bowers,6-5 forward from
The Boston Patriots designat- well as to themselves.
The young Racers have Steve
reason. I just hope that doesn't Thursday when they turned wide receiver from West Texas
Courthouse, Ohio,
Washington
Pros
1
As
No.
Vanish
Some
nation's
the
Plunkett
ed
averaged 94 points a game to
happen to me, and I don't think down 17 trade offers to take' Siete,-arid Oakland grabbed off
"Not so much in my ability
took defensive their opponents' 65.4 in their 12 has averaged 19.3 points; Steve
Dallas
college football player by
and
it will."
Plunkett, the Heisman Tropby- Jack Tatum, Ohio State's twomaking him the first choice in or getting used to the pro .All the publicity Jim Plunkett
tackle Tody Smith of Southern straight wins. They've been Barrett, 5-9, guard from Otwell,
w_inning quarterback from Stan- nine All .Amorica
6-6
:
-orffitr Baltimore closed out equally impressive on the'lia
the draft. That's bound to cost game," Plunkett says about hag received will net- hetxrtt
-Ck- Indians, 16.1;- Mark House,
Calff
NCAA career and back.
who
set
ford
Illinois,
Sterling,
from
just
forward
"but
ons,
apprehensi
taking
those
them.
the first round by
boards, averaging 58 rebounds to
hurt to some degree. He single season passing records
Second Pick For Rams
certain
about
say
defensive back Leonard Dunlap their opponents' 40.8, and from 14.6; and Rick Weisman, 6-2,
The fact the excited Patriots let's
himself.
who
so
Jack
says
end
Patriots,
The
defensive
season.
last
Florida
from Otwell, 11.8. House
Texas State.
are openly going around telling circumstances."
the field where they've shot 48.6 guard
-Questions are asked," he finished with the worst record Youngblood went to Los An- of North
rebound average, and
10.9
a
has
like
nces
circumsta
consider
on
went
they
Certain
Americas
that
Four All
everybody
percent.
says. "You answer • them, in the league last season, made geles on the Rams' second pick
Barrett leads the team in free
Pittsburgh
round.
second
the
victims
the 23-year-old ex-Stanford what?
freshmen's
the
of
Among
out
people read things
Plunkett the first player to be of the round and defensive took linebacker Jack Ham of have been freshman teams from throw shooting with a percentage
"Circumstances involving othquarterback "the new Joe
proportion sometimes and they chosen in the 17-round session. tackle Bob
the
Bell of
'good
very
hurt
were
to
who
going
players
er
isn't
State, St. Louis selected Lambuth, Southern Illinois, of 84.2,
Namath"
get to expect too much. That But the machinations of Allen University of Cincinnati went to Penn
sudden
a
of
either.
all
but
in college
Dan Dierdorf of Michi- Evansville, Oral Roberts, and The next freshman game will
Plunkett financially
tackle
pressure."
creates
have been something else. Detroit. Don McCauley, the gan, Detroit drafted linebacker Western Kentucky; Paducah be at Austin Peay Saturday night.
The "old" Joe Namath cost you don't hear about them in
Allen, fired by Los Angeles arid North Carolina running back, Charlie Weaver of Southern Cal Community College; Ft. Camp- Also left on the schedule are
the New York Jets $400,000 and
by Washington as coedit went to Baltimore, using a pick and Baltimore took defensive bell; and several independent home-and-home games with
hired
Jim
originally.
some change
Tennessee; away games
without hesitation, took obtained from Miami, and San end Bill Atassis of Texas.
almost
Plunkett, particularly in these
teams of former college stars.. Middle
back a good,portion of his Rail) Vancisco dratted "defensive _Some of • the bigger names of Marcelou. Starks, 6-8 center with Paducah, the University of
inflated times, will cost the
-11/A".
ck Tim-- Antlets9
team Thursday.
Patriots more.
college football were well down from .Chicago, leads the froish in Illinois, and Western; and home
•
ate.
Bethel
Stunning
Trades
Two
Grade
Making
About
Worry
the list behind a large number both scoring and rebounding with games with Austin Peay,
Allen acquired his three Itinpenota selected running of small college players.
That's all very fine outwardly
a and Kentucky Wesleyan.
rebounds
20.8
and
points
20.3
veteran linebackers -7. Myron backlit° Hayden of Ohio State
but one of the things which
as a member of the Suns since
keeps running around in Jim By United Press International coming to them in a trade from Pottios, Maxie Batrgban and
The Phoenix Suns may have
Jack PardeeUdefensive tackle
Plunkett's young mind, especiLos Angeles last summer. He
ally when he's off by himself finally filled their shaky center and Paul Silas teamed up to Diron Talbert, offensive guard
and away from all the hooray position, and with none other help the Suns enjoy a rebound- John Wilbur and running back
and hoorah, is that even with than 7-foot castoff Mel Counts. ing edge over the Lakers Jeff Jordan for linebacker
(Includes State Sales Tax and 1971 license Plate—Drive It Out Today!!)
The Suns, who have tried
Marlin McKeever and a host of
all this money he still could
despite the awesome presence Redskin draft choices for the
wind up one of those poor little several players at center over of Wilt Chamberlain.
next two seasons. The Redskins
rich boys. Professional football the last two years, started
Dick Snyder hit on 12 field forked over their first and third
Counts there Thursday night
failures they're called.
and
row
a
in
attempts
goal
Mind you, it's not that and the big veteran came scored a career high of 35 choices in the 1971 draft and
Plunkett doesn't haVe the through with 29 points and 12 points to spark Seattle's victo- their third, fourth, fifth, sixth
and seventh next year for the
necessary confidence he'll rerounds while leading the Suns
ry•
six Rams.
make good in pro ball—"I've to a 118-112 victory over the
points
30
dner's
Wendell,La
claims he's
Allen, eitio
been brought up in a dropback Los Angeles Lakers.
sixth
National paced Memphis to its
anther
now, not in
only
of
thinking
the
winning
In
a
well,
ut,
system"—b
style
pro
game, consecutive victory and 12th in the future, then pulled another
fellow can't help thinking, can Basketball Association
by
led
who
Pros,
The
games.
14
stunner by trading off still
Seattle defeated Buffalo, 120he'
only 53-50 at the half, outscored
Plunkett gives you a com- 110. In the lone American the Chaparals, 41-16, in the another draft choice for Boyd
pletely honest answer when you Basketball Association contest, third quarter to break the game Dowler, the veteran Green Bay
wide receiver who coached for
ask him whether he has any Memphis best Texas, 122-99.
open.
Allen at Los Angeles last
apprehensions about making it Counts enjoyed his best game
season.
Plunkett, who said he felt,
lot of pride" at his first
selection, was labeled -further
advanced at this stage than Joe
ABA Standings
amath." Coach John Mazur
N'
By United Press International added: "We hope Plunkett will
111111,
do for us what Namath did forW. L Pet, GB the Jets."
East
Thilfiff-Door San has an expensive
Something is our all-new 1200
The
35 17 673 ...
Virginia
96 HP overhead cam engine. Gets 0-60 in 13.5
Quarterbacks Picked Early
2.Door. We took the ugly out of economy and put
2 Quarterbacks filled the first
/
30 23 566 51
11 Pre-fabulous
Kentucky
seconds.
the performance in.
Reasons
22 28 .440 12 three spots in the opening
New York
Pius front disc brakes,fully independent
69 HP engine,0-60 MPH
high-cam
New
_
23 31 .426 13 round. After
Pittsburgh
Boston took
rear suspenskm, all-vinyl upholstered interior.
up to 30 MPG.
Gets
in
14.8
seconds.
22 31 .415 13½ Plunkett, New Orleans selected
Carolina
Many no-cost extras including whitewall _
for owning a
Front disc brakes, all-synchromesh
2 Archie Manning of Mississippi
/
21 34 .382 151
Floridians
tires. Optional 3-speed automatic,too.
ii interior,
upholsteri
all-vinyl
shift,
stick
af-speed
West
and Houston took Dan Pastorini
Looking for value? Your Datsun dealer
front bucket seats. Loads of no-cost eictras.W. L. Pet GB of Santa Clara.
:as it in the 510 2-Door Sedan and the new
lot of car for very
g—a
The
Li'l
Somethin
...
.647
18
33
•Expect the best from your leisure life.,,and get AI..
Indiana
1200 Li'l Something. Drive a Datsun, then decide.
J.R. Hill, a wide receiver
tittle money.
with A- REDWOOD TIMBER-LODGE. •Vacation Dreams
3318 .647 ...
Utah
the
was
State,
from
Arizona
come in big redwood packages! •Design your-TIMBER32 23 .582 3
Memphis
LODGE in any shape... place any number of doors 'and
19 32 373 14 first non-quarterback taken,
Denver
windows wherever you choose. Widths 16', 20', even up to
18 33 353 15 going to Buffako. Philadelphia
Texas
40 feet. •TIMBER-LODGE is available in three, styles.
took defensive tackle Richard
AdvanSpecial
e.
•
A-Fram
and
Beam
Box
Beam,
Solid
NBA Standings
Harris, the first of five
no
fjre
resistant,
insulator,
Natural
REDWOOD!
tages of
Atlantic Division
players taken in OW
Grambling
its
covers—Lap
by
lodge
this
Judge
•
decay, no termites.
Pct. GB first two rounds.
L.
W.
A
ON
'
p.
"Siding-Dee
just
not
is
Beauty
or Log siding. •
37 17 .685
The New York Jets took Jotin
New York
TIMBER-LODGE. •Per-cut, pre-grooved. Can go op in 2
33 7/ .600 Pt Riggins, a running back fillet%
Philadelphia
days. •Redwood TIMBER-LODGE add-a-section plans.
29 25 .537 8 Kansas, and Atlanta selected
Boston
•TIMBER-LODGE is ideal for Resorts, Motels, Churches,
- 16 42 .276 23 running back Joe Profit Of
Camps or Commercial Buildings. •Realtors say that, as
Buffalo
of
an average, a TIMBER-LODGE will increase the value
Central Division
Northeast Louisiana. Pittsburgh
your lot 10% in a year.
W. L. Pct, GB
abbed off wide receiver
Ito*
31 21 596 ...
rank blewis of Grambling aNd
Baltimore
Timber—Lodge of Tenn."11
2 Green Bay chose running ba&
/
22 72 .431 81
Cincinnati
Tucky Lake,
15
.315
37
17
Slade.
n
Ohio
of
John Brockingto
Atlanta
Paris, Tenn.
Orrve It 14019.• For OM,
9 47 .161 24
,
'Sleeper' For Giants
Cleveland
0413SUll
P.O. Box 169
Division
Los
Midwest
Angeles,
which
Phone
5923534
Coapiptedee
W. L. Pet. GB Washington's first choi
42 9 .824 ... picked linebacker Isiah Robi
Milwaukee_
•
34 19 .642 9 son of Southern University
•
Detroit
w Tbilmigbaetriolnodge,
Rweitdhzdo
• (Price includes state sales tax
31 22 .585 12 Chicago named running b k
Chicago
& 1971 license plate)
32 23 .582 12 Joe Moore of _Missouri. Den
Phoenix
1
Division
Pacific
Mary
tackle
Montgonws
got
NAME .•
W. L. Pet. GB Southern California while
n
STREET
k
29 21 .580 ... Diego went for runninV
Los Angeles
ri.418...211..-:.519
long Be h
.of
fises.Fsensia
Burns
1kon
STATE_
CITY_
25 28 .472 512 State. Cleveland selected del'
Seattle
f
24 31 .436 71.1 sive u,back Caarence
PHONE—
San Diego
....
- 17 37 -.315 14
Portland

Saturday Marks Opening
Of MSU Indoor Track

star is Saturn.
on this date are
of Aquarius.
history:
ball's American
ded.
ce cast the first
against Britain's
Common Market
fain still is not a
nned Saturn
ched. It crashed
ur days later.
bor Department
p in prices of
ent to mark the
since the Korean
1951.
or today: Poet
Wilcox said, "It
since time began,
be, till time lose
ye is a moon ...
man ... and love
life or death."
-

are name, •
ish county of
.• •

'New Joe Namath' Is Costing
Boston More Than The First

Oirdrfr.
sad /motley
140-CWOOregi 114.

iai/K51
thru TUE.

E BEST
AN FILM
EN THIS
-VINCENT CANBY.
IV Y. TIMES

NFL Draft Moves
Into Second Day

MSU Freshmen Unbeaten
in 12 Games This Year

Counts Is Looking Good
As Center For Phoenix
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IntrOducing the Li'l Something.
Our least expensive 2-Door Sedan.

Ii

TIMBER•LODGE!

Datsun 510. Our most expensive 2-Door Sedan.

RR

0-Start 6:45
ion- LOD__
AT.-SUN.

im

Farrow

2,222,68

ary's Baby
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Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
604 So. 12th Street - Murray, Ky. OPEN TILL 8:00 P.M.
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Mrs LESSIE Pickard will have
the program.
oThe Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Miss Sue
Fariless, Mesdames W. J. Gibson, Dwight Crisp, Walter Baker,
George Hart, and Vernon
•
Roberts

Friday, January 73
s
This is the last day for person
special
to register to vote in the
in
school tax election to be held
9.
ary
Febru
on
y
Count
Calloway
by
All persons who will be 18
February 9 are eligible to vote.
the
Persons may register at
The Kappa Department of the
office of County Court Clerk Murray Woman's Club will meet
p.m.
six
Marvin Harris before
at the club house at 6:30 p.m. for
today
the Valentine Sweetheart Dinner.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Sunday, January 31
Jerry Henry, J. Field Mona
r
sponso
will
Care
Teens Who
ry, Robert Hibbard, Dan
tgome
old
party for the 12 and 14 year
ney, ROON Christopher,
McKin
al,
Hospit
od
Outwo
of
en
childr
Taylor, and Jimmy Ford,
Dwain
ation
inform
For
s.
Dawson Spring
or
call the sponsors, Dan Staple
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wagar, or
the officers, Chuck Russia*,
Dean Willis, Gail Lyons or Karen
Russell.

Sister didn't mean
to insult brother
By Abigail

1

VAn

Buren

Denica Nanney Is
Honored At Tea At
Wells Home Of Mrs. Lyons

was killed last
DEAR ABBY: My brother's only son
ng for him
grievi
still
are
s
parent
year He was 18, and his
do because we
We never mention the boy's name unless they
em:
know how heartbroken they are. Now the probl
And what does
A younger sister recently had a baby boy.
after our
she do? She goes ahead and names the baby
were
they
t
though
nd
husba
her
and
She
son?
brother's dead
after him. I
-.honoring" the dead boy by naming their son
thing to
happen to think it was a very cruel and thoughtless
that
hear
wife
his
and
r
brothe
my
time
every
now
do because
grief will
name they will think of the 43ery they lost and their
be renewed.
or
I can understand naming a child for a dead father
a cousin'
grandfather to perpetuate the family Wise, but
Please give me your opinion as I, too, am heartbroken.
—NEW ENGLAND

Mat Baptist Church, PrinRev. J. Bill Jones, pastor of the
rs of his family were
membe
and
y,
Murra
ceton, formerly of
ry 24, before their
Janua
oon,
aftern
given a farewell tea Sunday
has accepted a
be
where
ce
forthcoming departure for Floren
and Mrs. Jones
Rev.
h.
Churc
t
Baptis
ce
Floren
call as pastor of
ne (left) and
Suzan
ers,
daught
are pictured here with their
to them from
gifts
,
chairs
Kathy (right), sitting on sofa and
family. Guests were
the
of
s
friend
and
h
churc
members of the
lids stepmother, Mrs. E.
received by Rev. Jones and his family,
wives of the church.
thdr
and
C. Jones of Murray, and deacons
ed.
attend
s
person
650
Approximately

tn/lasoc44.\\

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
I sasiter of 506 Vine Street will be
honored with an open house at
their borne from two to four p.m.
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary. All friends
and relatives are invited.

Harry Haneline of
Joseph M. Ward, head of the and Mrs.
A lovely tea was given in honor
Route One, has
ngton
Farmi
t
Baptis
the
tment at
of Miss Denies Nanney, January art depar
spring semester
the
for
ed
Charleston, enroll
at
e
30 bride-elect of Joe Forsee, on Colleg
ian College. He
Christ
South Carolina, has at Lubbock
Saturday, January 16, at the Charleston,
of Farmington
ate
gradu
1967
a
with
is
visit
a
returned borne'after
home of Mrs. Tommy Lyons.
is presently a
and
School
High
r, Mrs. Ethel Ward,
For the occasion Miss Nanney his mothe
in secondary
ing
major
junior
.
those from her trousseau a navy Poplar Street
ion.
educat
blue knit dress with a loo&
Meeday, February 1
Thursday, January 21, at the
Alfred B. Tii-yIsr of Murray
The executive board of'The pointed collar and large white
Henry County General Hospital,
was Route Seven has been dismissed
Murray Woman's Club will have cuffs trimmed in lace. She
Paris, Tenn.
st
Bapti
rn
Weste
of a from the
its noon luncheon at the club presented with a corsage
iel Brown The baby weighed eight pounds
Nathan
ah.
Mrs.
Paduc
and
Mr.
al,
Hospit
with
ed
accent
large yellow mum
house.
s and has been named
f 1503 Clayshire, Murray, are two ounce
two silver wedding rings.
DEAR NEW: You could be mistakes. Perhaps year
Ann.
Stacy
on
born
girl
baby
a
of
s
been
e parent
r of Frankie Haneline, son of Mr
brother and his wife feel boniored that a child has
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood Mrs. David Nanney, mothe
ion.
a
named for their lost sou. Judge the deed by the intent
will meet at the home of Mrs. E. the bride-elect, chose to wear
Earl
am sure your sister and her husband wanted to give only
D. Roberts, 808 Sha-Wa Drive, at royal blue knit dress. Mrs.
of
aw
r-in-t
Sisk
n
mothe
ela.
Morga
AGAIN"
s(pare
future
e,
Mrs.
grievi
the
to
re
Forse
with
pleasu
7:30 p.m.
orchid
as assisting hostess. Mrs. Larrie the bride-elect, wore an
rs were
Clark will be in charge of the crepe dress. Both mothe
DEAR ABBY .- The past year our daughter, who is 20, has
small
of
ges
older
corsa
years
is
four
who
with
ted
man
presen
young
nice
program.
been dating a very
The
yellow mums.
than she
mints,
g
nuts,
,
Sinkin
Small tea cakes
The Baptist Women of
Last night she told us she would like to go skiing with
the
Spring Baptist Church is and punch were served to
him and another couple. This would mean taking a 300-mile
crystal apscheduled to meet at the church guests from
trip with hirn and staying at a resort lodge for several nights.
pointments._ The table was
hostess can help you
at seven p.m
Altho our daughter is a very dependable, level-headed
not
. over the anxiety of getam
d with yellow arid overlaid
I
her,
covere
about
worry
to
had
girl and we have never
ting acquainted in new
with a lace cloth. The center of
wholeheartedly in favor of this sort of thing.
surroundings and make
The Lottie Moon Group of the the table featured a floral
What is your feeling about unmarried couples taking
you feel at "Home
First Baptist Church WMS will arrangement of yellow mums
trips together' "Nice" girls didn't go off on overnight trips
Glenn and on either side were three
Mrs.
of
Sweet
Home," a'gain.
home
the
at
ed
meet
chang
with their boy friends when I was a girl. Have times
branch candelabra with yellow
Wooden at 7:30 p.m.
She will bring gifts and
—UNDECIDED MOTHER
that much in 25 years?
candles.
vital information from
DEAR MOTHER: Yes, times have changed that muck.
All of the many lovely gifts
The Kathleen Jones Group of
your neighborhood busiTwenty-five years ago, girls of 20 were much more sheltered
ness and civic leaders.
the First Baptist Church WMS were displayed on another table
sad far less mature than the girls of 21I are today. If you
will meet at the home of Miss covered-In yellow and overlaid
Call Linda Adams
have never had to "worry," why start now Let her ge.
Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m. Miss with a lace cloth. A bride doll, a
Phone 753-2378
expect the best, and the won't disappoint you.
Jane Rainey will be program childhood treasure of the
r of the First District,
membe
board
ive
execut
and
Mae
ent
Cr
Myrtle
presid
table.
the
PTA
y
ed
Kirkse
honoree, center
leader
Mrs. Harold Fones,
Board of Managers meeting held in
753-1365
Approximately forty persons pictured standing in the center, attended the First District PTA
nterDEAR ABBY: Now the women are screaming for
mid-wi
l
The Most
ay evening. This was the annua
The Ixecutive board of the attended or sent gifts to the at- the home of Mrs. M. D. Bowden, Mayfield, on Tuesd
"equality" and better treatment, but they don't deserve to be
Famous Basket
, Perry Smith, Perry Norsworthy.-Donnial
f
Earles
ssp
the
at
Hoste
meet
Melvin
ll
mes
PTA,wi
on.
Mesda
were
occasi
hoot
ing
on
Attend
50
Alma
the
fof
past
tetrno
in the Worlds
'board meeting.
plated as well as we've been treating them
Henry L. Andersbn, M. D. Bowden, James
school at 1 30 pin
the occasion were Mesdames Reed. Clovis Copeland. E M. Fuller, Leslie Bennett,
Eike,
Grady
Reid,
years.
l
y, Harold Fones, Carrol
Howard Bucy, Darrelt Parker, Dawson,Thomas Webb, Robert Johnston, Norman Blakel
- Recently a woman complained to you that her date
y
.
Tomm
Wilson
Glynn
and
and
n
y
Wyatt
Barro
had
alread
James
he
Bobby
after
s
ans
and Messr
refused to tip the strolling musici
Tuesday, February 2
Lyons.
told them they didn't have to play anything special for HIM
His date said he was cheap Well, if she wanted something
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
•••-•••••••-.....1 ;,;;axast
special played for HER, why didn't SHE tip them?
never
First Presbyterian Church
is
the
there
Women work, and they carry purses, but
will meet at the home of Mrs.
anything in them except a lipstick. Why does a woman think
e Crawford at 1:30 p.m.
Charli
cash
the
be
should
he
out
her
takes
a
man
that just because
gum,
ts,
s?
Cigare
register for everything her heart desire
The Annie Armstrong Group of The Hazel Junior Beta Club The Baptist Women of the
candy Even money for the telephone and powder room.
the First Baptist Church WMS held its formal initiation on Blood River Baptist Association
I was with a lady recently and she asked me to buy her a
will meet at the home of Mrs. Thursday, January 21, at nine- held a planning meeting on
I
ples.
t
my
princi
package of cigarets. I said, "No. It's agains
Spencer at 7:30 p.m. with fifteen o'clock in the morning in Thursday, January 21, at seven
Jesse
don't want it on my conscience that I helped you to kill
Hussung as program the school gymnasium.
Karl
o'clock in the evening at the
Mrs.
yourself." She called me a cheapskate. What's wrong with
.
Briensburg Church.
leader
OFF
NED
—TUR
women anyway?
Mrs. Billie Ray, president,
New members are Ken Orr
The First United Methodist Brandon, Greg Byers, Marybeth presided and gave the devotion
DEAR TURNED: Whatever is "wrong with women"
Church WSCS will meet at the Cavanaugh, Regina Cook, from the thirteenth chapter of I
needn't concern you. I have a hunch that you're not going to
church at ten a.m. with the Theresa Dover. Bucky Erwin, Corinthians with subject being
sitr mach of them.
executive board meeting at 9:15 Tessa Erwin, Rita Gibson, Dicke -Faith. Hope, and Love". She
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It Of
a.m.
Nesbitt; and. Georgia Starks.
closed with a poem on "Love"
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box srms, Los Angeles. Cal.
Rev. Earl Warford,
and
The meeting was adjourned at associational missionary, led in
MOO. For a persoaal reply cartage stamped. addressed
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
ty-five o'clock in the
eovelope.
of the Rainbow for Girls will nine-thir
prayer.
by the president, Joni
ng
morni
seven
at
Hall
ic
Mason
the
gs, a
meet at
Teri
Bro. C. Brownlow Hastin
Tidwell. The secretary fs
a,
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
Atlant
p.m.
from
nary
home missio
Williams
send II to Abby. Box e5710, Les Aageles, cal. 0111410.
be in the association to
will
Ga.,
hes
Group 1 of the First Christian
speak at the various churc
for
Church CWF will meet with Mrs.
prayer
of
week
the
during
James Hart at two a.m. with
missions.
home
Mrs. H. J. Bryan in charge of the
Pl•••• TS3-111111•6113411n
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
Focus Week of the WMU
program.

FRIRT.FISJ

HOME.
,SWEET HOME

4imaifoit.

Hazel Beta Club
Holds Initiation

41*

February
r
Group II of the First Christian . The officers of the Kentucky its and a family potluck suppe
20.

I
i

e• a...4.c, me
"

V.
•

Mrs. Lucy Lilly At
Tiachers Meeting

1r

.

Baptist Women Of
Association Meet

d for February
meet with Mrs' Lake District Home Economics is planne
thurcti CWF will
the
Mrs. Doris Gibson closed
Gatlin Glopton at two p.m. with Teachers Association met
Mrs. Clem Moore as cohostess. Thuniday,-January 21, at three- meeting with prayer
j thirty o'clock in the afternoon at
the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation
Home of
FOR CORRECT
building at MaybeId.

V

IA.-

"All You Can Eat"
SPECIAL thru Jan. 31st
,, •••

•

\

•

•
•

••••

•
•

N
SPECIALTY OF CAPTAIN'S KITCHE
•
•
•

CARRY OUT
ORDERS
753-4141

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

LARGE SEA PLATTER

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

(Shrimp, Oyster, Scallops, Deviled Crab,
Fillet of Flounder-Hushpuppies, Slaw,
Frilith-Tries a-rid TartetTaude-Y

•
•

••••••

•

•

7IAL

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT

753-6363
CO',.

PEOPLES BANK
of
Murrav. Kunt.iikv

•
•

Murray, Ky.

Climb into o

VW Compmobile, turn

the key ond you hove the entire country
at your disposal.
You wont Me mountains? The, rty
Camamobile is on awesome mountain
you get such good tracfion you don't
even riised a rood..
You wont snow country? You con have
snow ourdry. Since di,
cooled, you can travel in even the iciest
weather and never bre fosworry aboUt
water dr antifreeze:

Cooking?
Tired of Your Own
Como To

•

Taptain's

a.
Volkswagen presents the United States of Americ

- •

•••••• %%%%%%% \N.%
•••

Join The Crowd at the "Kitchen"

Highway 641 North

Others attending were Mrs.
of Murray Higt,
Lucy Lilly
School, Mrs. Mary Jean Grief al
Ballard Memorial High School.
Mid Mrs. Nancy Brown of Hick.
man County High School.

.•

•

2.25

•

Mrs. Marjorie Yandell of
Crittenden County, president,
preisided and plans were made
for the spring meeting.

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
CATFISH
* FRESH KY LAKE
AND STEAKS
HAMS
* COUNTRY
)
(Cali For Reservations
Frivol. Dining Room
a Week
Dkys
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
J. c GALL1MORE

—
4'7'4 - .•
•.

You lust•wont to rildeilrOlti town to

r

town lot around town)? Then,ride. A
single gallon of gas will take YOU about

23 miles.
Of course, wherever you ,settlt,In this
lend, you'll settle in comfort.
• 4 • II •

I.

• • ,•

larrgth double bed, a child's bed and a
hatiunbck.
It also has .43 kittlienetteComplete
with adinina.tabla,cuiskon_icelieix and
owoterlyiteat.
The-price of the-Volkswagen Camp.
mobile is 33452a
Americo is fiee.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
8850
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753P.M.
5
111
A.M.
7:30
Sat.
thru
Open Mon.

authorized
dealer

9.
9:
10:
10:
11:
11.
12.
12:
12:

s

ie •

4,

/
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Coverage Of Apollo 14 Will Highlight Week's Television
By JACK GAYER
NEW 'YORK (UPI)—If there
ire no changes in plans for the
Apollo 14 moon mission to begin
iunday (31St), there will be
iome alterations in regular programming on the television networks from time to time later
in the week as live broadcasts
of the venture are aired.
(Network schedules for Apollo
telecasts are listed at the end
of the regular program lineup.)
NBC has a 90-minute Hallmark drama special Wednesday, an adaptation of Arthur
Miller's recent stage hit, "The
Price," and a Friday special
about forest fires.
CBS brings back its "Children's Film Festival" series on
Sunday and introduces a new

ptist Church, Prniof his family were
24, before their
he has accepted a
ev. and Mrs. Jones
marine (left) and
to them from
y. Guests were
mother, Mrs. E.
es of the church.

on
series
drama
lawyer
Wednesday.
ABC's Tuesday special has
journalist George Plimpton,who
will trywanything once, being a
circus performer.
Highlights:
SUNDAY
The American Sportsman"
on ABC at 4:15 features Gene
Kelly and Doug Sanders fishing
in Kenya's Lake Rudolf, and
Grits Greshman in a Louisiana
alligator hunt.
-CBS Children's Film Festival" makes its seasonal bow at
4:30 with "Miguel, Felipe and
Geronimo .19 Jones," a set of
three short movies about youngsters with differing ethnic backgrounds—Puerto Rican, Mexi-

ivistucHEDuk
wsix•v

Chaneal 4
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('iassoml S
EVENING PROGRAMS

,4; Sots In
1.441hr
s, Atm .
0
,4
ts,..n
317
.17-

,.map, sk.
Var
l%,,,
Si" Da

eS
:rgIC
1,
t17.,
rainr7rid
rl
That
oufsfe
Odd
Loy*, American Style
Gods"
Love, American Stvie
Movie
'
.;1
Ww
- - -410-Nostrer 000mr• UN,- Newer- -WOW, --ammo. News; Stahr.t Sports
Movie:
Perry Mason
10 :30 Tonight
"The Borgia StiCA"
Perry Mason
Movie
Bit Valley
▪
•

8
9

:30
:30
:00
:30

Interns
Circus
Name of the Game Ands, Griffith
Name of the Game trOvie:
"Twilioht for the
Name of the Game

11 11,ZgItt

Mg Valley
12

,36

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
6

Oa,

OME
ET HOME
AIN

7
O

fp

ft,
Jr

10
I g

•°S"
4...
••
0 PIVAut
:1•
:

Sunrise Semester

i
Stooges
7:urr
••1Three
,o.
"% Grc4ls•
:
rfckle Et4H
SrckleFee
:1 T"
:3
Lancelot Link. Sea*
:03 Woody WoodPeCkerSebreia and the
Hour
himp
C
Grcovie Go:flies
:30Th. Bugaloos
Jost* and the Pussvcatsierry Lewis Sal Qom,.
-00 Doctor Dcollthe
Here Come 0-deckers
- 30 The ;Pink Panther Harlem Globetrotters
Hot Wheels
Archie Fun House
:00 H. R. Pufnstuf
Skylsearks
:30 Comes the Grump A•chie's Fun Houle
-ornmunity Center FlveMotor Mouse
:00 Super Elastic
High School Quiz
The Monkees
r30 Plastic Goymes

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
The

come

1 if)

oit.

I
I
▪
A

:01) ?Aerie:
:30 "Dragon Wells
400 Massacre"
:30 Ray Mears
:03 Basketball.
.30 Ole Miss vs.

LSU
;73 Basketball
• 3 .00

can help you
anxiety of getminted in new
lags and make
el at "Home
ome," again.

A
c
•

:00
30
00
- 30

Del Reeves
Naativille Music
Wilburn Bros,
Porter Wagoner

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

bring gifts and
on:nation from
hborhood busicivic leaders.

Adams

•
hone 753-2378
Gr

San Diego Open
News; Witte.; SPortsNews; Wthr.; Sports
6 .00
Mission:
ImpassIole Lawrence Welk
:30 Andy Williams
Mission:
Impossible Lawrence Welk
:0(1
Andy Williams
Pearl Bailer
My Three Sons
7 :30 Movie:
Pearl Bailer
Arnie
"Operation
Young Lawyers
Mary Tyler Moore
.30 Crossbow"
13 :00
Young Lawyers
Moyle
9 :00
Soorts
1,=".
News; WMr
:30 Monte
Sports News; wthr; Smarts Dick Calvet
00 News; Wthr
Dick Calvet
Perry Mason
10 :30 Doyle Frost
Dick Casten
Perry Mason
ABC Weekend News
Perry Mason
11 ':?.? 1,11 f=1
I rg
A

00 Avengers
30.Avenoers

America:
? Then- ride. A
take jiou about
ou settle! In this
rt.
• _full
iId's bed and a
ette.. Complete
an icebbx and
swagen Camp-

authorised
dealer

WLAC-5
SUNDAY

WSIX-8

Film, tv
shorts

1968's "The Power, starring
can and American Indian.
Hamilton.
George
From 5 to 7, ABC carries
play of the Andy Williams golf
FRIDAY
tourney in San Diego, Calif.
Replacement
preempts "The High
NBC
NBC's "Wild Kingdom" at 7
at 7:30 for a OneChaparral"
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
has the first of two successive
hour special, "Wildfire!", docuPhillip Law replaced
John
to
about
be
creatures
programs
about those who fight
in the male lead
mentary
Kelly
Brian
found at the Great Barrier Reef
forest fires. Lorne Greene is
"The Love Machine" after
of
of Australia.
Kelly was injured in a motornarrator.
Connie Stevens, Stiller and
for cycle accitpt.
"The Name Of The Game" on The networks' schedule
Meara, the Temptations and
**
NBC at 8:30 has regular Robert covering the Apollo 14 flight:
Mike Dowlas are featured on
SUNDAY
in the top spot of a
Stack
Ed Sullivin's CBS hour at 8.
at
Big and sawn
drama dealing with the myster- Pre-launch commentary
The ABC movie at 9 reMANILA (UPI) -- The Nadeath of a noted scientist varied times early in afternoon,
ious
screens 1967's "Hombre," startown. Guest play- followed by coverage of liftoff tional Cineranta in suburban
company
a
in
ring Paul Newman in a story
Quezon City has the largest
ers are Leif Eerick.son, Forrest slated for 3:23 p.m.
about a white man who has
Susan Oliver, John Mc- (There will be various reports capacity of any theater in the
Tucker,
been raised by Apaches.
on progress of mission on regu- Philippines, with 2,939 seats.
Giver and John Vernon.
MONDAY
CBS movie at 9 screens lar news programs or special The smallest theater in the
The
"Jaekel" is the tale of "Gunfew country is the Paraiso in Baler,
1967's "First To Fight," star- short inserts during next
smoke" for CBS at 7:30 p.m.
Quezon Province, with 200
Everett as U.S. Mar- days.,
Chad
ring
A prison parolee returns to
seats.
Me whose greatest test of -hero5*
FRIDAY
Dodge after 10 years to ism comes after he has woo the
ms sweetheart married and a Congressional Medal of Honor.
Touchdown on moon by lunar
changes
mother.
• module between 4 and 4:30 a.m. Mery
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) "NBC World Premiere Movie"
Coverage of first moon walk
SATURDAY
Griffin will change the
Mery
9
am.
at 9 screens "Sam Hill — Who
approximately
from
Of
ABC's "Wide World
format of his nightly talk show
SATURDAY
Killed The Mysterious Mr. Fos- Sports" at 5 covers the world
ter?" Ernest Borgnine plays a 2-man bobsled championship in Coverage of second moon to interviewing one guest in
Likeable drifter who is persuaded Cervina, Italy, and 'the world walk from approximately 5:30 depth.
to run for sheriff in a small cup Alpine skiing championship a.m.
Liftoff of lunar module from Tals• cover
western town.
in Kitzbuhel, Austria.
from about 1:30 p.m. —
The ABC movie at 9.rescreens
moon
third
the
provides
6:30
ABC at
HOLLYWOOD
1967's "Divorce American Style" round of the Hawaiian Open In- Docking of module and cort
Nlalpaso
starring Dick Van Dyke and vitational Tourney at Honolulu. mand ship from about 3 p.m. Clint -Eastwood's
Debbie Reynolds in a comedy
melee set off by a divorce.
TUESDAY
ABC preempts "The Mod
Squad" at 7:30 p. m. to start
"Movie Of The Week" an hour
Hier than usual. In "The
Point," Dustin Hoffman narrates a 90 - minute animated
musical fable about a boy who
learns that things do not have
to be pointed to have a point.
Bob Newhart, Mary Costa and
the Dillards are on Don Knotts'
NBC hour at ft.
"Plimpton! The Man On The
Flying Trapeze" is. a one-hour
ABC special at 9. The writereditor experiments with being
a circus performer.
NBC's "First Tuesday," 9-11,
preempting the usual movie, includes in its topical subjects a
filmed report on changes in
North Vietnam.
NBC preempts "Marcus Welby, M. D." at 10 for a special,
"Stand Up and Cheer," a musical salute to the U. S. Starring
Johnny Mann and the Johnny
Mann Singers and Henry Fonda.

WEDNESDAY
NBC preempts "The Men
From Shiloh" at 7:30 p.m. for
Sunrise Semester Know Your Bible a new Hallmark drama, "The
6:31)
Sego Bros.
Price," adaptation of Arthur
Tom & Jerry
'7:00
iller's stage success. George
7:05 Farm Digest
C. Scott, Barry Sullivan, Colleen
7:15 Report
World Tomorrow Dewhurst and David Burns
Penelope Pistop
7:30 Movie
Wonderama
make up the cast of this play
Carl Tipton
8:00
about the conflict between two
Jubilee
8:30
Johnny Quest
brothers who took different car9:00
Cattanooga Cats eer roads.
Look up & Live
9:30 Gidget
Bullwinkle
"Men At Law" is a new oneOral Roberts
10:00 This is the Life
Discovery
hour lawyer series on CBS at
Face The Nation
10:30 Herald of Truth
Flipper
7:30, Robert Foxworth and GerNevertheless
11:00 Worship
Pet Set
ald S. Oloughling co-star as
11:30 This is the Life
Face the Nation
News Conf.
young and senior panthers in a
12:00 Meet The Press
Animal World
Soul of The City
major firm. The premiere epi12:30 No MiracleButlove Roy Skinner
NBA Basketball
sode deals with defense of a
NHL Hockey
1:00 Apollo 14
young college militant accused
2:00 Launch of Apollo 14
in the death of a policeman.
2:30
The ABC Johnny Cash hour
3:00
Big Valley
at 9 is devoted to a musical trip
3:30
Andy Williams Golf through the Old West, with ac4:00 Exp. in TV
Down
Spell
tors Kirk Douglas, Walter Bren4:30
Report
nag, Andy Devine, Chill Wills,
5:00 TBA
Edgar Buchanan, Roy Rogers,
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Johnny Cash
Dale Evans and Judy Lynn on
Lassie
6:00 Scene at Six
the guest roster.
Hogan's Heroes
6:30 Disneyland
F.B.I.
NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" at
Ed Sullivan
7:00
9 offers "Locker-Room Follies,"
7:30 Bill Cosby
Movie
in which comedian-host Don
Glen Campbell
Rickles seeks some laughs in
--diCkie Gleason
9:00 Bold Ones
News
sports world with the assistance
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Movie
of such athletes as Joe Frazier,
Mery Griffin
10:30 Tonight Show
Tony Conigliaro, Alex Karras,
MONDAY
Victor Hadfield and Bill RusJournal
sell.
Country
5:45
News
6:00 Morning Show
Real McCoys
THURSDAY
Morning Watch
6:30
Boss,
Joe Namath, Abby Lincoln,
7:00 Today Show
Johnny Mathis and George CarC.aptain Kangaroo
8:00
Romper Room
lin are on NBC's "The Flip WilMike Douglas
8:30
Hazel
son Show" at 7:30 p.m.
9:00 Diah's' Place
Hillbillies
"Wrong Train To Brimstone"
9:30 Concentration
Gourmet
Affair
is the fare of ABC's "Alias
Family
Century
10:00 Sale of The
That Girl
Smith and Jones" at 7:30. Two
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
Bewitched
ex-outlaws trying to go straight
Where Heart Is
11:00 Jeopardy
Apart
World
pose as private agents hired to
-Tomorrow
Where
Search
What
11:30 Who,
All My Children
thwart a train robbery that they
News
12:00 Noon Show
are supposed to be leading.
Singing Cony.
12:05
Let's Make A Deal
NBC's "Ironside" at 8:30
Turns
World
The
As
12:30
Game
Newlywed
if a brief Apollo 14 tele(8:35
Thing
Splendored
Lives
1:00 Days of Our
Dating Game
cast cones through on schedGuiding Light
1:30 Doctors
Gen. Hosp.
ule) hail a "killing at the
Secret Storp
2:00 Another World
Life
Musical comer*, star
One
track."
Night
of
Edge
2:30 Bright Promise
Dark Shadows
Joel Grey is guest star as a
Corner Pyle
3:00 Another World
Lucy Show
jockey whose career is threatGilligan's Island
3:30 Star Trek
Dan Boone
by suspected race fixing.
ened
Movie
4:00
CRS movie at 9 restreens
The
4:30 Wild, Wild West
News
5:00
Weather
5:25 News
Natural for Wayne
News
News
5:30 News
Jeannie
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) News
.11*6.00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsmoke
•
Skelton
Red
630
Newlywed Game
John Wayne will .tarin "The
700 Laugh In
The Real Game
Here's Lucy
Cowboys," a horse oprra .
'30
Movie
Mayberry RFD
tarn from " William Dale
8-00 Movie
Day
Doris
Jennings' novel, in which
8 30
Wayne plas the foreman of a
Carol Burnett
9;00
News
tattle drive across the west in
News
30:00 Scene at Ten
Dick..CaVett
the 1870-.
Mery Griffin
V:30 Tonight Show
WSM-4

0

Perry Mason

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

•

tat
Id•

Dastardly S. Muffler Wrestling
Wrestling
Jelsons
Bill Anderson
Outdoors
Hugh X Lewis
Death Vailey Days
Sports Challenge
Zooratria
Make Room for DaddrPro Bowlers Tour
Pro Bowlers Tour
CBS Golf Classic
Pro Bowlers Tour
CBS Golf Classic
Wide World of Sports
"Mn Blips Hgg Yell" Ohne Work:toe Seals—
Wide World of Sports
Moyle
Andy Williams
Roger M1.40 News

Andy Williams' guests on his
NBC show at 7:30 are Raymond
Burr, the Lennon Sisters, Bobby
Sherman and Jerry Lee Lewis.
NCB's movie at 8:30 rescreens 1964's "The Night Of
The Iguana," starring Riaiard
Burton, Ava Gardner and Deborah Kerr.

Company has taken over pro'from
duction of "Dirty Harry.
Warner Brow, -and will star in
the title role once scheduled
for Frank Sinatra.

Quinn producer
Anthony Quinn turned producer and hired Vincente
Minnelli to 'direct "The Mastic
Garden."

itt)elitinAk ZINg.
of MURRAY
WEEKEND of SPECIALS in
appreciation for the fine response we have had
from our customers during January . . . and to
show off our newly carpeted Dining Room and
Coffee Shop.
Friday, January 29th .
2 00
'
Ky. Lake Catfish Dinner
Kansas City Strip Steak Dinner - -2.25
Johnny Holiday Steak Dinner - - • '2.50
Saturday, January 30th .
of ALL
The Menu
s
Dinner
Seafood
1
ANNOUNCES A

/
0°

& Steaks

Sunday, January 31st . . .
SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER featuring
ONE-HALF FRIED CHICKEN
Join Us At The Holiday Inn and Enjoy One of Out
Four Fine Specials!!

1.50

a new DERBY Star is born

IN MURRAY
COME TO THE

DERBY.
GRAND
OPENING
•••

Pepsi

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

FREE PEPSI

WITH EACH GALLON PURCHASED
Just imagine: 5 gallons
10 gallons
24 gallons
y()O

pay

5 free Pepsis
10 free Pepsis
24 free Pepsis
only bottle deposIt

Bet the Derby Habit
its the BostDealGoing
for more miles for your money!
ASK ABOUT OUR 5 BLENDS OF GASOLJNE!
Save as much as 3c a GALLON withDerby Premium Blended
Gasoline. Select the Blend Best Suited To Your Car

.
5

111

•Gasolines!
Octane Ratings!
•Prices!

You can't buy a better gasoline at any price!

Buddy Spann, Manager

-DERBY SERVICE DERBY
U.S.641 South
Murray,Kentucky

PYN
.

Open 6:00 a.m.to Midnight
We Honor All Approved Credit Cards, Bank4mericard and Master Charge
I
•Si

FRIDAY—JANUARY 29 1971
Y, KENTUCKY
& TIMES — ?ARRA

t7-est,43•44.
1/GMI
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NSW PROVIDENCE
Emilia% UNITED
CHURN' OF CEZIST
METHODIST CEUISCE
10 am.
Sunday School
11 ans. Worship Service:
Morning Worship
11:50 sin. & 1:00 p.m
leveeing Worship .... ISO OM
011ZEN PLAIN CETECH
MTREAT CIIIIDIVIAlt
OP CHIUST
clauses
WOW Bali - lird & Maple
9:10 am
Bible School
10•45 a.m.
Worship Service
1:00

everitng service

LEDGER

MI

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
UNION GROSZ CHURCH
OP CHRIST
METHODIST CHURCH
first Sunday School
rn
p.nk
0 a
,
0
3
......
Preaching at 9:30 am. each
10:
180:60 a m
WorshipService
and mooed Sundays
Sun
third
on
am.
Evening Sink,
Preaching at 11
Preaching et _gis p.m. on 4th Sun.
NORTH FLIBASANT OROVX
PSIGISITESMLA/SD
UNITED
et:Imo/
BETHEL
CH U RCN
METHODIST CHURCH
10.00 a-rn.
...
Sun.
Sunday Bowel
Preaching 11 am. on 1st ilk 4th
Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
Preaching 0:30 p.m. on 2nd SundaY Morning
Preaching 9:30 a.m. on 3rd Sunday
(WIDNES METHODIST
CHURCH
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Ting and Third Sundays:
METHODIST CHURCH
cm.
Preaching at 7 p.m. on 1st & 3rd aeoperrnddatise:dikaitrZloarti
Sundays:
Sundays
10:00 a.m.
Sehool
Sunday
Preaching at 11 am. on Ind Sun. worsh
oyservio•
ilanda
T:00 p.m.
Preaching at 9:30 a.rr. on 4th Sun.
LYNN 010TH
OP
1111711RAT Citric!!
METHODIST CHURCH
THE NAZARENE
first and Third Sundays:
w
9:45 a.m.
Service
South 18th and rtion‘ie a.rn
Worship
10 - 00
am.
.
Sunday School
11:00
. 14%4:1
Sun
-'
Horning "harshly
oulrth
Fw
andeich
o ial
gud
Illeco
am
10:00
TEMPLE NELL
Sunday School
10:0n s er
51,51. -rifle Worship
UNITED METHODIST curers
yours CAMP ONoursno
Preaching:
CM:91CH
11 a.m
at
IST
Sundays
SCRYBOD
Third
and
First
Preaching:
9110 a.m. Tint Sunday:
Ind and 4th Sundays at
10:00 am.
Sunday School
CHAPEL
CHURCH
Second Sunday:
IST
UNITED METHOD
10:00 a.m.
..
Sunday School
Preaching:
11,00 a-cnWorship Service
Pint and Third Sundays 5.10 cm
Third Sunday
Preaching:
W, LAL
a.m.
S.
11
at
Sunday
Sundays
2nd and 4th
fourth Sunda)
1
4 fl
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worshi.
10 16 am
CHURCH
Sunday Pchool .
Main & Broach Streets
7th • P•plar
1:110 "-M.
Sunday School
Citroen Or tHitiar
10.30 am.
Id.orn trig Worship . ..
Illsoday
9:45 a.m
Bible School
Holy Communion Each Third
10:40
Worship Hour
Sunday at 10:30
6:00 0.111
Evening Worship
CHURCH OF JESUS CHEIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Service' held at 15th and Sycamore
NEW CON COED
10:00 am
Sunday School
CHURCH or CHRIST'
10:00 a.m.
CALVARY 1110111,3 PIES?
PRA' Masons
GOD Worship & Preaching . tri-so icr
PENTECOSTAL 0111711.CH OF
• 7:00 mut
Evening Worship
4:1134mr7 0 Chestnut
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School
ELM 010TH
11:00 AM
Morning Worship
BAPTIST AIRDIITH
f:20 P.M
14:011 am.
Sunday School
Even Mg Worship
Worship 11:00 am. and 7A80, pan
UNITED PlINTIICOITAL
ClEVECII
THE CliIIIIICEI OP Moms
CRUM? or Lerrits-neir
Ile Irmo Ave.
10 A.M.
omarrs
Sunday School
T P.M. Meeting held his the whit, chapel
Sunday Evening Worship ..
EED UNITED
CHURCH
11
000D
.111ETW
MURRAY
WEST
MICTRODInT CWITECE
OF CHRIST
Neve sad
ly
New
Street
(Tersaiwi
Scroth lith
10:10
Selloher Ileriags Cluretbees
Worst*
10:00
Wardle -- gag am Church School
11:00
Worship Service

CII

A R.I4ID IT 911

10:46 am.
0.00 p.m.
7:30

And good music is
hat means good music.
T
hours of painstaking,
and
hours
of
the result

CRUNICH
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
401 N 12th Street
Yards MaittlerLv. maw
,
,11. a.m. and
flutiday Maims • I a m
4:30 p.m,

---learning how to properly
disciplined practice
discords. It takes the
mix concords with
both to produce
of
mixture
proper
le.
ensemb
the

UNITED PENTACOSTAL
C4/11. *LB
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COLOW•Till. UNITED
10:00 aro.
meiHoDIST CHILAithl
Sunder School
cm
11:00
Worship
Morning
Jim Bohm. Paete•
7:00 pm
Evening Worship
First Sunday
1000
Church School
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
11:00
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
. 7:00 p.m.
BAPTIrcr
°ROTS
SCOTTO
. 8:00 p.m.
10:10 a.m.
Worship Service ..
Noarzalna BAPTIST
1:30 pm.
**Taming Union
11.00 am.
Worship Service
11113ainw•SY
VIEL
111131LAN
Evening &FYI°,
BAPTIST CEURCH
SINILING &PRISM BAPTIST
11 - 00 am.
Morning Worship
CHURCH
?months Union • . • • • 6:30 p.m.
.
7'0 p.m.
Worship
&Vesta,
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
6:20 Jo."
Training Union
SEPTUM
WEST FORE
T:$0 16.m.
amine worship ..•

with the beautiful life,
It is that way
uous effort and
too. It requires contin doing is necessary
of
lot
A
application.
attendance and
--social service, church
and much prayer.
God
for
love
a
,
support
ing
beginn
the
of
music
Ns,„ Compare the
concert
musician with that of the
one can understand
^s performer. Then
rk t be done_ in
there .is much
.._
e
the church God put rig t n
world.
dant
discor
a
of
middle

11:00
ELAND elliarntng Worsen"
OAR GROVE CUISEH
1:0
Training Union
'
resumes...tett clinicam.
1000
Evening Worship
School
Sunday
0.10
11:00
Morning Worship
E
LOCUST OR
1:00 0.10.
Evening Worship
AEARENE
• • .. 6:00 p.m. CHURCH OF THE
3ntucky
Kirksey.
T CHRISTIAN CUVZCN
111 N. Fifth Strait
11:00 am.
15:10 a.m.
Worship Baur
1:00 pin.
Evening Servioe
CTEERTT CICHBERLAND
CAVECS
riirs.....IA N
IlLtZEL *Ai
IL R. Wirsehester. Wow
10:00 am.
Ikanday School
11:00
A orally
11:00 a.m.
Prmatikut ....
II:30
Training
...• 730 pm.
Evening

-

T

he Church and You can
create soul -stirring music,
from worldly discords.
It is tailed harmony
in the church.

PALESTINE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Streets
Maple
sod
TON
Sunday School at 10 am. except
on 3rd Sunday at 11 a.m.
°ming Worship
a.m.
8:46 & 10:10
Preaching: 1st Sunday at 11 am
3rd Sunday at 10 a.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST cHURCH
11:00 am
Morning Worship
MASTINS CHAPEL 17E1TED
p.m
7:00
Worship
Evening
METHODISM CREECH
MEMORIAL WAPTUIT CHURCH
WerShin Serv1011 •. -.• 9010 am
Vets Street ell leth
Cherub School
1100 Sat
0:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:80 a.m.
Morning Worship
PLEASANT ORATE
SOUTH
v,mthg 1770M610:
S
0:50 p.m. UNITED METHODIST CHUSCI
(Sept-March)
10:46 cm1:10 p.m. Morning Worahlp
(April-Aug.)
0:50 am
Evening Worship
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
CilIVICH
SCIENCE
-1111TeetosAn'T BAPTIST
AN
CHRISTI
10:00 am.'
Sunday School
SEEVICES
11:00 Em.
Morning Worlds,"
Partner Ave. and 17th Street
6:10 p.m
11:50 am
Evening Worship
•
Sunday
11 :so a.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School .
0.10
10.00
Sunday School
0.Th
1
11:00
CH17111C11
T
SALEM SAPTIS
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m Sunday School
10:00 ant
Evening Worship
am
11:00
Morning Worship
711 p.m.
Evening Worship

Poeta& sr/aro, EA/MIlli
'MST BAPTIST CHUNCE
PotCgtScEtert.
10:46 am.
Morning Worship
Route 3 IWO RIM
Evening Worship
11:00 s...m.
Morning Worship
am.
7:00
Union
Training
FIRST ASSEMBLY or GOD
m.
30
evening V.°rah
CHCBCH
ikeith llith .at Gleagale Read
MT. PLEASANT SUMIlltELAND
PREersTrsaLLE MICR( X

),4

a_saMamma Worship
P.m.
Slin,* Night Eery*, .. 7:00
Dermal! Marra.
A.E.Z. CHURCE
tee Zest Mulberry Street
Worship Service
evening Worship

CN MERRITT CIUCRCII

thaACE BAPTIST CHURCE
South Ninth Street
Storatog Worship
Worship Service

OF cIUSIST

11 00 a.m
7:00 p.m..

10:46 am
..

:06

100 North 16th Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

,

10.30
. 1-40

aGoou RINSE BAPTIST

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OP CHRIST
Merrsv-Petteriewe Read
Sunday School ____ 10.00 /LW
11.00
1:00 p.m
Herein. Service

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School
11 ans.
momang Worship
7 p.m.
livening Worship

FIRST PlIZSBYTICEIAN
CRUNCH
Charles IL Iletrett. Pelee,
9:30 am
Church School
11:00 a.m.
Service of Worship

.

JLEOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Baader-re
.. 10 30 a m
Watchtower Study
311 •m
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 3-

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
IIPITHETW DAY
CHURCH
CHURCH
16th & Main
Ulth & Sycamore
9:41 am. endbach School
Sunday School
... I:110 sam.
1:410
Morning Worship
-30 a.m. Worsiitti Sir "

Shady Oaks

Stokes Tractor & implement Co.

MOBILE HOME COURT
121
Phone 753 5209

Mayfield Highwa \

Maasey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Southside Restaurant

Kestaictut fried Ckiekoi
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
h
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwic
Call In Orders 751 7101.
Sycamore at 12th

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sal.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3802
So, Side Manor Shopping Center

Colonial House Smorgasbord

A Friend

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Hwy, 641 North

Open Sundays
Phone 753.1700

EYBOair

Plumbing, Heating arid Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Sersoce
Repairs d Installation — Gas 0 Sewer
Phone 753 6168
501 N 4th

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines4 Transmissions - Radiators
Repair's! - A CANseplete Parts Department
Phone 75.3 4424
605 Maple Street
Phone 753 222:
North 120 trect

Air Conditioning _

Heating

Service Through

The Cleaner Thai's linterodestim Tee

802

Knowledge
Commercial Refrigeration
Phone 753 8181
Chestnut

Trenholm's Drive-in

Carroll Tire Service

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More

Tour Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

lett.b
1105-Pogue -Ilittock E. otS 12th

4 Chestnut

Phone 753 2997

Phone 75.3 1489

Murray Livestock Company

Claude Vaughn

Boone's Incorporated

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Ward 8 Elkins
_

Ph. 1534334
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. -

RCA

Wm, E. Dodson, Owner

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 So 5th

Hogs Brought Daily

Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753-4832

Dunn TV 8 Appliance

Lovett Brothers

American
110 Motors

Victor -

403tople

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirl000l
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

Cain & Trealviditor Sales
Ambassador - Rebel - Merritt - Gremlin
. Top Quality Used tars
Five-Poihts •
Phone 753-6448

Murray Sport 8 Marine
4

Lassiter Auto Sales
Phone

South 4th

Ph. 753 7400

Boat Motel
110.00 per month.

ferns — Building Lots
Mist and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasin
518 W. Main 'Phone 753 7724

Re

North 12th Street

718

14 It.

Hendon's Service Station

ax H. Churchill Funeral Home

Palace Drive-In

'The Friencl!y Funeral Home"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service
Oxygen EquiveJ
311 No 4th Street
Phone 753:4612

Five Point_s

Phone 753 7992

15 Years Experience
William A. Jones. OK ner
Up & Deliver
Furniture Upholstered - We Pick
Phone 753-7494
520 SO. 4th

Compliments

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
Your Minoan Motors Dealer
Sales. Parts, Service
C,amplets boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
64 E at Murray Bait Co

Boat

Complete Service Shop

Complete. Banking Serviee.....-___Mentter_ FDIC
500 Main - Phone 753,3231
- 753-6655
Branch Office 'So. 17th & Story

—
Grain Diyisiisn
liginies

of
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Alexander's Help Yourself Store
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Phillips OA Products

MOBIL
HOME SALES
Snles and.ServiCe
We Specialize in Double Wide Mobile Homes
.43 Mi. North of %Iiirras on 841 Ph 751 6734

A

complete Line of Groceries
The Best In Fresh Meats

202 Main Stree'.

Phone 753-5652

Sam Calhoun PluMbing-flectrIc
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Two MSU Faculty Members To
Have Roles In Home Ec Program
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Two faculty members from the
department of home economics
at Murray State University will
play prominent roles during the
spring semester in a curriculum
revision project for secondary
home economics programs in
Kentucky.
Miss Jewell Deene Ellis,
assistant professor, will serve as
the statewide director of the
Consumer and Homemaking
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Curriculum Project, and Dr. Alta
Presson„professor in foods- and
nutrition, will be a subject matter
consultant in foods and nutrition.
by
Financed
vocational
education funds from the Kentucky Department of Education,
the curriculum revision project
also includes consultants from
the University of Kentucky and
the other regional state
universities.
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The electric clothes dryer
is the simple one
_
An electric clothes dryer Ls— -•
Simply built. One element provides allithebeit you need..
- Simply installed, Just plug in for immediate service..

4

The_res-t imitamatir

- Sipp1er4ed..4ustturaz

— Simply maintained. Fewer parts,mean fewer maintenance

problems.
'`.
Get the simple tine. Living's a lot simpler, too, when you dry
clothes electrically.
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Mrs. Mary Lawson of Murray,
a home economics teacher at
Reidland High School in McCracken County and a Murray
State University supervising
teacher, will be on leave to
assume Miss Ellis' duties as an
itinerant teacher trainer in the
Kentucky Lake and Madisonville
districts.
She will be working as an advisor to teachers of home
economics in the high schools of
the two districts.
Tentative plans are for the
Consumer and Homemaking
auide prepared during the
semester to be field tested during
the 1971-72 school year.

By Estelle Spiritism!
January rt, 1971
January has been a month for
icluiess and deaths thus far.
Mrs. Pete Self is worse from a
long standing illness. Her
husband, doing the cooking,
suffered burns on the hands and
face recently when a skillet of
grease caught fire.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield has
been hospitalized the past week.
The only brother of Lloyd
Allbritten, Ocus, died last week,
so Lloyd is left, the last leaf on the
tree.
Tilmo Brandon of the old
Phone 753-127X
Brandon's Mill vicinity died of a
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heart attack last week. A brother,
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Chamber Approves Recommendations
On Vocational Education In State

79, urn
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LEDGER & TImps
decrease the number of dropouts
from vocational programs in
later years and eliminate many
wasted years that occur in young
people's careers due to the wrong
career selection at the time they
reach an employment age.
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CARD

THE PAJERO, erMr:-DruittL. Briscoe wishes to extend their
deep and heartfelt thanks to the
friends and neighbors for the
beautiful flowers and wonderful
food sent to us at the death of our
beloved husband and father. We
wish to extend a special thanks to
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
for the great comfort and help
given to us.

POPS ARE'MPS

tive,

_Valentine Pops for
the little ones to
make you the number
heart throb.
one
Available in strips
or bag of 50.

COUPON
VALUABLE

taCethis
with
dh
liroO
her
Thtill
heart ot
TOW
ilvse
Onler
o r
top.
Gandy le with heart
te
Stach

VALENTINE

oiling

Mrs Everett I. Briscoe
Mr & Mrs Thomas W.
IC
Reagan
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Griffith added

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Hugh Griffith has been added
4 oat qf "pt. MO
Vincent Prite i,J.

RcouP
ment8

Osepb Cotten.
bbliP

I 49

4.11'

Air Shopping Center
Bel9 ct.m.
to

Mon. — Sot.

9 p.m:

Sunday 12:30 p.m. .to 6 p.m.

Phone:

Acres of Free Parking

753-8777

BANKAMERICARD

o n :arry i., t, w o
NE
NO FUEL, NO WATER ENGI
s. Iowa,
concerned about pollution, displays in Marcu
ut fuel
witho
runs
says
he
hich
tecrw
inven
he
e
the engin
ed
power
his
rpm.
8,000
at
,
400hp
ops
or water and devel
a network of gr..oby a 12-vok battery whirk keeps
it Jrnm funk Parts. It welghs,700 pounds.

Huainan signed ,
HOLLYWOOD. (UPI) Gene Hackman has been
signed for his fifth 'hiring
role in the pest /2 months
with his part in "The Preach
ebilivirit611" fer - 113111 Z•fi=
tury•Foa.;

..•
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTA

Take a look at these listings. I am sure that

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR gALE

we have what you are looking for.

Four bedrooms,
REDWOOD HOME ON beautiful wooded lakefront lot in Panorama Shores.
place, boat dock.On
fire
with
room
family
large
place,
witkfire
room
living
large
baths,
two
two levels. Could be made into a two family home.
OUTSTANDING BUY: three bedroom brick veneer home in Grove Heights.
built in range and oven,central heat and air, two baths. Lot 100e?00.

3-YEAR old 3 bedroom brick,
patio, carport, electric heat, airconditioned, and carpeted. Call
7534110 after 5:00 weekdays for
J30C
an appointment.

DAMN

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS

Ily of Porter
will long
y expressions
wn toward us in
, grandson and

2 door hard top.automatic, vinyl roof low mileage, air.

'1,050.00

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II

e burden a little •
such sympathy
at deal to know
warm friends,
help us.
was so sudden
that we felt
appreciate the
upport, and help
ram so many

'1,450.00

6 cylinder, straight drive, like new

1967 CHEVY Impala

-'1,695.00
'1,395.00

1966 CHEVY Impala-

convertible. V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean

1966 CHEVY Impala

ially thank the
e who offered
in the search
y volunteers
Hazel and the
, Hazel City
City officials,
Rescue Squad,
officials, City of
, Residents of
oway County,
te Officers.
ank the Henry
uad, Kentucly
Police and
nty Sheriff's
noway Count)?

2 door hard top. steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,
This car is new!

1966 DODGE Dart

-195.00

4 door sedan, 6 cylinder 'automatic, local

9.,395.00

1965 CHEVY Impala Station Wagon
9 passenger, V-8 automatic, steering, clean

'695.00

1963 BUICK Wildcat
steering, brakes, air, nice car.

1968 FORD Cortina

'795.00

-

red, good sound car

'895.00

1963 DODGE Dart144
4 door

196.400

1964 CHEVY Impala Ss

Now '895

V-8 automatic.. steering, brakes, air conditioner, bucket
seats, extra sharp

Woman's Club,
School Cooks,
who donated and
volunteers, and
say a sincere

'3.°'\9j0

1970 OLDSMOBILE 98
loaded with equipmeio

1967 FORD Country Sedan Wagon - Now '1,395
V-8 automatic, steering, luggage rack, 9 passenger

thanks to the
Parker's Food
y County Board,
Murray State
Us and Officials
• s , Christian
ense Director,
• Civil Defense

32J, Murray, Kentucky

*

ECONOMY LANE *. .

'1,395.00

1969 DATSUN Sedan

J30C

WHOLESALE
AND

'895.00

1966 DATSUN Sedan

1505-.40 Now '495.00

1964 DODGE Dart,G.T.--966.48 Now '650.00

1\3

Corner of
6th .& Main

2 door tiard top, 6 cylinder, automatic

1968 VW Deluxe Sedan

Radio. Extra, extra sharp!

such a fine,
which we shall

$ave

1970 DATSUN Demo.

* TRUCKS *
1969 DATSUN Pickup -

orter Bramlett,
atterson
Collins
Phelps
1;
ett
f &Sky)
dra

'1,495.00

20,000 miles, almost new
I DATSUN Pickup.
practically new

725.
-

1962 CHEVROLET Pickup %HO low 1541.00

ett
er> Bramlett IC

2

ton,6 cylinder ,excellent shape for this model.

'700.00
_
We..._home_rnriy-othe r tire used- cots to select from'
ALSO SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF

1962 FORD PkkuP •

't taw excellent shape
THANES
of Mr. Everett
s to extend their
elt thanks to the
ghbors for the
s and wonderful
the death of our
and father. We
special thanks to
11 Funeral Home
mfort and help

NEW 1971 DATSUNS"

Lassiter-McKinney

t I. Briscoe
Thomas W
IC --

DATSUN

Open Evenings Till 8:00T.
.HELP WANTED

D (UPI)
-has been added
11

-Ph"te and

---

IS (('PI)
n has bern
• fifth marring
.t 12 months
in "1 he French
for 20th l'aqsr

HEI.P WANTED

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarJ29NC
mington, Kentucky.

WANXED TO BUY

UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
WANT TO buy electric traios house, located at 305 North 12th.
NICE FURNISHED apartment American Flyer or Lionel, any Close to university. Available
for three or four girls. Phone 753- age or condition. Phone 753-2707 February 1st. Phone 753-1589.
7381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 Murray,Ky.
FIC
J29NC
TFcp.m.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for 'WANT TO buy; logs and standir.s
ING ROOMS.for 4 college
three or fottr college bays. Phone UMW% Arso haviTor saiiiiim-Trer boys. Pfivate entrance and
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after and sawdust. -Murray Saw Mal parking. Close to University.
F4P
5:00 p.m.
TFC and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. Phone 753-7169,
TFC
NICE PRIVATE rooms, will
NOTICE
NOTICE
accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with
753-7381
kitchen priviliges. Phone
days or 753-5108 after 5.00 p.m S.
TFC
and on Sunday.
SPIC419
111119/11YOS
Are Poison
Rai Your Home
See
home.
mobile
de WIDE
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
J29C
calls please.
„,.
ROACHES
Carry Germs
for
NT
APARTME
D
FURNISHE
one or two boys. Private garage.
CET 010 01
One mile out on 121 North. Phone
PESTS
J29C
753-4552.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
girls. One bedroom and kitchen.
Electric heat and air conditioning. Phone 753-3100. J29C
FIVE ROOM house, two
bedrooms, Gas heat. Located at
502 Broad. Inquire at 500 Broad
J30C
Street,next door.
-,
12 x 52 MOBILE HOME, 1971
Available now. Phone 753-9629.
J30C

AVON & MONEY, AVON &
position
MONEY-=go together likee a
MANAGER TRAINEE
Doesn't
available. Good starting salary. hor§e and carriage.
Want to
Must relocate Jackson, Ten- rhyme-but it's still true.
after 6
collect
Call
more'
know
at
Ragland
flees.: Contact Curt
Janet
Mrs.
write
or
365-9424
Burger Chef, 1364 West Main, p.m.
HELP WANTED
J3.0C Kunick, Rt. 2 Box 136 A, PrinMurray,Kentucky.
ceton, Ky. 42445 College
Representatives also needed.
ES. Two openings,
F4C HOUSEWIV
pale time,. Average $3.00 per
WANTED-Licensed
Beautician-Apply in person at WANTED: BABY4ITTER from hour. No ekperience necessary.
trkin or appointment' call
the Nursing Office of Murray- 7:00am.till 439p..Phone 753TFC
Calloway County Hospital" F4C 9973 after 5:00 p.m.
.130C 753-1711

e

tett"

604 So. nth Street \

FOR RENT

GOOD COMMERCIAL LOT on North highway Iva miles from town. This is a good location
for the right person.
is priced for
GOOD FRAME HOME on large lot in Lynn Grove. For sale or rent. This place
quick sale. Give us a call if you are looking for a good low priced home.
17 ACRES WITH 800 feet highway frontage on 641 North. Three miles

from town.

PRETTY_GOOD TWO bedroom framhon extended Broad Street. Price $4,000.00.
Sycamore. Newly redecorated. Here is
NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1200
another good bay.
den, living room, large
THREE BEDROOM BRICK Veneer on Loch Lomond Drive. Has
air, cyclone fence around back
utility, outside storage, double carport, central heat and
yard and concrete drive.
Has large well liunbcaped lot,
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK Veneer,five miles north on 641.
sale.
quick
for
Priced
garage.
and
baths
two
den and living room,
frame and two-four bedroom bricks.
THREE HOUSES AT New Concord. A three bedroom
nice.
and
buys
good
real
All
$13.900.00.
and
$11,000-00,$12,000.
Newly redecorated, has large den.
THREE BEDROOM brick veneer on North 19th Street.
priced.
Medium
shape.
fine
in
This house is
fence, three miles from Murray. Good
17 ACRE FARM,good frame house,stock barn, good
home.
priced
medium
level brick veneer. Real nice place.
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES; three bedroom split
Priced for quick sale.
lot.
large
on
and
fireplace
Him living room,den,garage,
S1 bedrisoms, two baths,
GREATLY REDUCED. Large frame home near UniveriitYS
intome.
good
plus
home
a
for
or
double gal-age. Suitable for a large family
Has fireplace, family
DELUXE FOUR bedroom and three bath home on Dudley Drive.
location.fine
a
room,all built-ins. A fine home in
SPLIT LEVEL in Kingswood. Four bedrooms and two baths.

A fine home and priced right.

at this one and make us an
HOUSE ON WEST Dogwood Drive. Owner has moved. Look
offer.
brick on Ford Plod. Has central heat
WVELY TWO STORY three bedroom and three bath
and air, all carpet, double garage.
and all conveniences. Big
ULTRA MODERN three bedroom in Kingswood. Fireplace
redwood deck. To see it is to love it.
DI BAG WELL MANOR,three bedroom brick veneer. Carpet, ouiltons and
baths. Really nice and welt located.

all modern. Two

garage, central
FINE THREE BEDROOM year around home at Panorama Shores. Double
Our finest
heat and air. Basement, two fireplaces. On beautiful wooded water front lot.
home on the lake.

off

25 ACRES good corn land.
Contact Lonie Dixon, Route 1,
F1C
Hazel, 498-8361.

j.

Automatic, air, plus many accessories!
1968 STARCRAFT Camper. Red":'1,325.00

2

ROOMS FOR girls, furnished,
1626 Hamilton. Kitchen facilities.
Phone 753-9279 or come by J3OP

753-5862

Now '845.00

1964 VW BUS

tO

FOR RENT

•

* SPECIALS *

SHROAT MEAT Market, phone
FIC
-53-5900.

Has All Coats

2 door, 6 cylinder automatic, good sound car

red, radio, stick shift

THE YOUTH SHOP
has the
ROB ROY

THE YOUTH SHOP

CAIN & TAYLOR

4 door sedan, extra clean

e to name each
ly who helped
e so many. We
ou personally in
nk each of you
comfort, your
and your voices

L.,

NOTICE

RETAIL

Distributed Exclusively by

2 door sedan, stick shift, radio, clean car

1963 CHEVY II

Phow753-2900

sat"r 811r TIRES

stick shift, luggage rack, radio, excellent shape

isters in Hazel
area, we thank
• and words
t. To all churist Church, their
d the Miller
we say thanks.
sent flowers,
will forever be

4.

Dem

•

'1 6r.-1,$)
cp

1969 DATSUN Wagon

(Earl Nanney building)

knit shirts
1960 OLDSMOBILE 88, clean,
One-third Off!
good condition. $295.00. Phone 1967 PONTIAC Bonneville, 4 di'.
Mayfield 382-2558.
J3OP hardtop. Red with black vinyl
I HAVE purchased Shroat Meat
roof, power and air. All new tree Market, where I have worked and
4364911r"
1968 LHEArtROLET
Phane
mileage.
and lovi
.129C tried to please everyone the best I
automatic, factory air, power
could for the past 40 years, and
IC
Feb.
steering. Phone 753-2521.
would like to continue to do so.
We have U.S.D.A. inspected
NOTICE
NOTICE
meats, country hams and good
country sausage.
Olive Hutchens
J30C

V-8 automatic steering, 327 cu. engine, red with
black vinyl top
•

104 North 13th Street

AUTOS FOR SALE
TWO BEDROOM brick house.
Hardwood floors, electric heat.
1965 MUSTANG, automatic,
On half acre lot at Coldwater.
cylinder, good condition. Phone
FIC
Phone
489-2238
;12,000.
FIG
753-8904 or 753-3143.
Autos FOR SALE

'1,695.00

1967 CAMERO R.S.

Domed and Operated by
Artell Tucker
18 years experience in Callow and
surrounding counties as service technician.. :r

-NICE BRICK-home in Murray.
Well located. Will sell or trade for
a farm.If interested, write to Box

stock barn and
EIGHTY THREE ACRES GOOD land with good modern frame home. Good
miles west of
12
s.
outbuilding
other
several
and
house
smoke
houses,
tobacco barn,chicken
Murray.
WE HAVE A NICE two bedroom frame house with 16 acres of good land on Highway 641
North,5 miles from Murray. This is being sold to settle an estate. Real bargain.

TV and RADIO
REPAIR

NOW UNDER construction. A
three bedroom brick at ColdWater, Kentucky. Will finish to
buyers specifications. Phone 4892110 or 489-2627 or 489-2261. F3C

2 door hard top, V-8 automatic, steering, brakes, air,
vinyl roof.
.

TUCKER'S

NOW UNDER construction;
three bedroom froine soth
carport and utility. ‘, mile west
of Coldwater. $19,,500.06. Phone
F3C
489-2110.

4 door, V-8 automatic, steering , air.

1968 CHEVY Van

Open Monday, February 1

FIFTEEN ACRE tarm with 114
story frame house. Located 3
miles west of Hazel on State Line
Highway. Phone 753-5898 after
J29C
6:30p.m.

'2,195.00

1969 FORD Galaxie

acres has been in
FORTY ACRES SOUTHWEST of Lynn Grove. 10 acres timber, 30
bargain.
soybeans. A real

NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Double garage,

Protect Your Home!

ONE MILE NORTH of Lynn Grove. Three bedroom brick on two acres. Two baths. Really
priced right, has large transferrable 5 percent loan.
Central heat and
NEW THREE BEDROOM brick on beautiful wooded lot in East Y Manor.
air. Den, living room, double garage
heat. On four
NEAR POPLAR Springs Church. Three bedroom brick, two baths, electric
fishing.
good
really
and
acres of land and near the Lake
Kentucky Lake. Electric heat.
FURNISHED COTTAGE on large wooded waterfront lot on
1309 KIRK WOOD Three bedroom brick with large transferrable

loan. Two tile baths.

on 94 Heated
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom on two acre landscaped lot, six miles east
room and all boo t-ins Two
garages for four cars. Huge fireplace in family room, alt large
large baths and big walk-in closets.
6 per cent. Three
MEDIUM PRICED home at 1613 Parklane. Large assumable loan-at
bedroom brick, one and one half baths, central heat and air.
FOUR BEDROOM brick on College Terrace. Double carport, big fireplace nod large family
room. A large house fora large family Two tile baths
29 ACRE FARM on Flint Church Road. Four bedrooms, modern. All good land.
117 ACRE FARM pith god frame house with central heat. Four bedrooms.
TRAILER PARK,two and one half miles East of Murray. Eleven trailers.
.GOOD RESTAURANT with drive-in business and Bat-B-Q. Seller will finance part at five
percent. If interested, call for details.
•
in and list
new
Come
need
listings.
we
months
two
past
the
in
DUE TO the many houses sold
your place to sell or call and we.will come out.
WEHAVE lottintholittitallbAs in the city,county ana on the lake.

Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street

Phone 753-7724

NITE PHONES:
Louise Rak3r • 753-2409
Onyx Ray- 753 8919
Guy Spann • 753158/
Prentice Dunn • 753-5725

Member of Multiple Listings

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
400 S. 13th Street
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years •
Licened by State of Kentwky
Member Cham&urfitCom-rnefte

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
WORK NEEDED by secretary.
...'OR ALL your home alterations hocikkeeper with five years exrepairs, remodeling, etc., new
perience. References can be
old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123 furnished. Have had much exFebruary 15N a perience with posting machine
and some pay-roll experience.
FUP'; I URE REFINISH]NG • one 753-5903. .
FIP
-41T work guaranteed. Free
i4
II
"
pickup and delivery. Free
-..1 Ile: modestimate- Antique 'o
r tatura! %% lien
53
r44,“11 ,
..ra 61,4.
finish.-Jerry McCoy,7
thros ri
1962 to•
to
PIP
February 20 NC

PZT

ATTENTIO

ar
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Nixon . . .
(Continued From Page One

Seen & Heard . . .

City Council • •

(Continued From Page One)

Funeral Saturday
For Mrs. Morris

Today's Stock
Market

'

FRIDAY-JANUARY n, 1971

!Governor .
Continued From Page One

Quotes Calloway
The
News FFA Holds
Meeting

(Continued From Page Opel
From
YORK (I(FI)—The political overtones contained in
and that he did not favor any Funeral services for Mrs. Ethel
NEW
section of the city over another, Morns have been scheduled (pr stock market opened irregular- your letter," Nunn said.
merely because - be lived in a Saturday at eleven a.m. at the ly higher in active trading "Furthermore I hoped that the
chapel of the Max Churchill
certain area. -milestone pf legislative intoday•
(Reg. U.S. Pat. (1ff.)
Councilman Tuck indicated Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrel Shortly after the opening, dependence during my adPress International
United
By
officiating.
White
by
outlined
as
proposal
that the
advances were leading declines, ministration could te continued,"
WASHINGTON
- President
Pallbearers
will*
be
Junior
acKoenan
Councilman
157 to 68. The Dow Jones the letter. said.
Nixon, flashing a thumbs-up The Calloway County Chapter'
Garrison, J. B. Scott, Randy industrial average,
complished nothing.
however,
of the Future Farmers of
Farris, was off a fraction.
The governor said he had sign for reporters as he signed America held its regular
Councilman Roy Starks said Rowland, Andrew
to
sends
he
report
economic
the
Crawford
Mohundro,
and
Joe
newly
that in his opinion the
In the steel group, U.S. Steel confidence in the job being done
meeting, Jan. 20, with president
Congress Monday:
Appreciate the call from the proposed four ward arrangement Tornan. Interment will be in the
was unchanged at 33. Bethle- on reapportionment by a joint
Chapman presiding. The
Jerry
"The economy's going up."
unnamed person who called was a far fairer proposal than the Barnett Cemetery with the hem picked
up in to 72, with committee of legislators apmeeting was opened with the
concerning our editorial. This present two ward arrangement arrangements by the Max
pointed to the task.
Junes & Laughlin up i4 to
LOS ANGELES -Charles official ceremony.,
column is also a personal column since with four wards, three Churchill Funeral Home where .Armco dipped in
The letter then directed some
to 21.
w
elected as
Chaney Was
expressed
convicted with three
where opinions are
Manson,
councilman from each quarter of friends may call.
remarks
who
cutting
at
Carroll,
General Motors dipped 18 to
the FFA Sweetheart for 1970-71.
Tatethe
codefendants
of
and contrary to his thinking, it is the city would be on the council.
Mrs. Morris, age 74, died 80-8 in the
automotive group, is running for the Democratic
She was 'presented an official
perfectly legitimate to run a It would be incorrect to say that Monday at Auburn Heights, Chrysler was
lieutenant LaBianca murders, during an Sweetheart jacket and necklace.
off ¼ to 27, and nomination for
the
on
cokunn
Assistant
at
personal .opinion
four wards would not give more Mich. She was a former resident Ford was unchanged at 5444.
governor on a ticket headed by outburst aimed
The following girls also pan%
front page or any other page. representation to more people, he of Calloway County and was a
former Gov. Bert T. Combs for District Attorney Vincent Bugli- ticipated in the contest: Brendn!
In
the
chemicals,
Union
hearing:
punishment
Editorials and personal opinions continued.
a
osi
at
member of the Poplar Spring
Carbide dipped is to 43%. governor.
have no place in a nev:s story, but Councilman Howard Koenan Baptist Church.
"You leave me alone in the Collie, Gwyn Crouse, Vicki Pat
Monsanto was off in to 36%, "Your letter obviously leads
and I'll tear that Lamb, and Susie Hall.
courtroom
they do have a mace in a personal told the council that actually no
Survivors are four daughters,
three
person
any
sensible
to
while Dow Chemical held
(Bugliosi)
to pieces. The Chapter voted to support
column and in the editorial guidelines had been given to his Mrs. Bertha Rhoades, Mrs. Doyle
boy
little
conclusions," Nunn said.
unchanged at 78s.
the Special Building Fund tax,
column.
it."
know
Douglass,
you
and
And
Mrs. Wilma
committee on what the council
Among the oils, Jersey
proposed by the Calloway County
'Recognized Owe Inability'
wanted. He said that he felt that Douglass, all of Auburn Heights, Standard gained 48 to 69%.
Letters to the editor represent a what had been asked was for his Mich., and Mrs. Nettie Gibbs of
WASHINGTON -Sen. Frank Board of Educadon.
finally
have
"First,
you
Occidental rose in to 1918, but
means by which any citizen may corruniteee to study the proposal, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Anice
Church, D-Idaho, criticizing the The Chapter voted to partfell kl to 75%. Texaco recognized your own inability as
Getty
National FFA Week,:
they
Whether
opinion.
his
express
demonstrated during the past two U.S. air involvement in cipate in
then make a recommendation Byers of Texas; 19 grand- held steady at 33%.
Feb. 20-27. The Chapter plans to
agree with us or not is im- which would give greater children; 20 great grandchildren;
Cambodia:
have
secondly,
sessions;
you
American rose /
1
4 to 28% in
have a radio broadcast and son*
material.
representation to more people. two great great grandchildren. the airlines. ELM dipped in to recognized your mistakes during "The administration stands in
a quagmire saying it will only newspaper articles to that effect.
now
and
last
are
session
the
Allbritten
Rudy
James
57 after gaining 218 Thursday.
A 12 year old West Covina, suggested a gerrymandered
permit itself to sink as deep as The FFA's theme will be "InGeneral Dynamics picked up % seeking guidance;
California boy wrote his north-south line which would put
its ankles and then,. when it's in volved in Americas Future".
to 25% in the aircrafts. Boeing,
Congressman Rep. Charles E. the entire Negro population into
up to its calves, declares that it The Chapter also voted to give
ex-dividend, rose 18 to "Finally, and perhaps even
trading
Wiggins: "I would like to know one ward. City Attorney Wells
will not sink below its knees." a demonstration on parlimentary
more
important,
you
are
now
1914, Lockheed kt to 115-5.
procedure to the members of the
what a right-wing extremist and Overbey cautioned the council
endeavoring to sabotage or thThe fintes for Mrs. Nell General Electric dipped sn to wart any constructive, non- TEL AVIV -Israeli Premier FTA.
a conservative nut is. The reason against using color as any kind of
I want to know is because my division. If you want to divide the Rowland Outland were held 9918 in its group. Westinghouse partisan effort for the passage of Golda Meir telling 'university "Attnely Stockdale reported that
teacher called me one". Wiggins city to give wards of more equal today at two p.m. at the chapel of was unchanged at 73%. Bur- an acceptable, equitable, and fair students the expiration of the two applications for the Kentucky
Federal State Market News wrote back: "I think a right-wing population, this is all right, he the Max Churchill Funeral Home roughs rose LB to 114%. reapportionment bill."
temporary cease-fire would not Farmer Degree had been comextremist and a conservative nut told the council, but the element with Bro. Coy Garrett and Bro. Honeywell fell kt. to 88%, Texas Mum said he was "Reliably affect the one that ended the pleted. They were Grundy
Service
Instruments % to 83%.
Falwell and Gary Evans.
January
27, is a person whom a radical left- of color should be completely Roy Beastey officiating.
Wednesday
informed that you and some who 1967 Middle East war:
Polaroid rose 115 to 88%.
Ray 4',1urdock reported that
wing liberal doesn't agree with. I
Mayfield, Ky.
Burial
was
in
fighting
the
the
should
"But
Outland
have ptailiciy endorsed you and
disregarded.
members in the Horticulture
Farmers Livestock Market: hope you find this definition
former U. S. District Judge resume, have no fear. We are
Mayor Ellis centnIfterl in this Cemetery with the arrangements
class may make exhibits at the
livestock weigheo on arrival.
Combs, favor changing county certain that with what we have
thinking, saying we do "not want by the Max Churchill Funeral
State Fair, August 19-28, thia
Home.
Cattle this week 424
wea.
American
in
acquired
lines, or even abolishing some of
to make this a color issue".
Calves this week 24 Mrs. Outland, age 76, died
pons) we can face the future year.
our counties.
The motion was made and
After the meeting, enSunday
at
the
Grace
with no panic whatsoever."
Final
Ribs
Hospital,
Aro
Mid
personal
"It
is
recommy
seconded to approve the proposal
Compared to last week
tertainment
was presented by
Detroit,
Mich.
Her
husband,
Burt
mendation that you refrain from
as suggested by Koenan. Mrs.
Slaughter cows fully 1.00 higher,
Randy Lee and Marsha Conley.
Outland of Calloway County, died Federal State Market News advancing or trying to enact such
Colson
Minor
For
Here
Lowry
then
made
a
substitute
slaughter bulls calves, and
Service January 29, 1971
a plan, because I would veto it COCKTAIL WAITER .
motion to. return the entire May 17, 1965. She was a member
vealers steady, feeder steers and
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)The funeral for Minor Colson problem to the committee for of the Martin's Chapel United Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Immediately."
heifers fully st&dy.
Mel Mazon, 36, has invaded a
was held this morning at eleven further study and recom- Methodist Church in Calloway Market Report Includes 9 Buying
Nunn
approve
said
he
would
PURPLE, FURRY FIAT
Slaughter Cows: Unity 19.50Stations
a.m. at the chapel of the Max mendation with the idea in mind County.
any reapportionment bill "That traditionally female work force.
_
BOURNEMOUTH,
22.00, with a few high- ywl
England
urchin runeral Home with to give all citizens more fair
The deceased is survived by Receipts: Act. 1148 Est. 2000 is equitable, fair and-not designed He stalled to work Wednes(UPI)-Garage owner David de
individuals up to 23.0P, cutter
Rev. Willie Johnson officiating. representation. This was given a four daughters, Mesdames J. P. Barrows and Gilts fully 25c for factional or partisan ad- day alongside a host of women
18.a-19.50, Canner 15.00-18.00.
cocktail waitresses at the Four Souza thought giving his wife a
Burial was in the Temple Hill second by Councilman Opal James, Lindsey Shoemaker, Glen higher Sows steady
vantage."
fur coat for her birthday was a
Slaughter u it- Unity over Cemetery.
"It was the 1970 session that Queens Hotel in the downtown bit passe. So Wednesday, wife
Smith. The motion passed seven Grant, and Harry Fowler; four
Colson, age 80, died Monday in to four. Councilman Rex sons, Burt, Jr., Hugh, Dale and US 1-3 100-240 lbs. $17.5018.00; you bitterly complained about the area.
100,, lbs. 24.50-25.50.
Julie got a fur car instead. De
,Texas. He is survived Alexander was absent from the Brent Outland; one brother, US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $17.00-17.50; heavy, hand of the governor," "It's hard work" was his only
Slaughter Calves arid Vealers:
Souza bought a small Fiat, took
116.50-17.00;
240-260
lbs.
2-4
US
Charlie Rowland of Murray; 21
Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers 41.50- by his wife, Mrs. Mary Colson of meeting.
Nunn wrote, "The hand you feel comment after a few hours on it to a furnishing company and
116.00-16.50;
45.00, mixed Good arid Choice Houston, Texas; two daughters, Mayor Ellis asked Koenan if grandchildren; 10 great grand- US 34 260-280 lbs.
now is not the hand of the present the job; Female coworkers said had the fur put on with an
Sows
37.00-41.50, mixed Good and Mrs. Perlane Ahart of Houston, his comnuttee would once again children.
governor. Neither are the words they felt no prejudice toward electrostatic process. The coUS 1-2 270-350 lbs. 112.75-13.50;
Choice 240-350 lbs. calves 33.00- Texas, and Mrs. Gladys Cothran study the issue. Koenan said he
in the letter the words of the Mazon and as one waitress put lor: purple, Mrs. de Souza's
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $11.75-12.75:
it, "All that matters is that the
of Detroit, Mich.; three sons, would if the council would let him
38.75.
Speaker of the House, alone."
favorite.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $10.75-11.75.
persons can do the job."
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-503 Ralph, Rudy, and Roy Colson, ail know what it wanted, intimating
lbs. 34.00-36.75, mixed Good and of Houston, Texas; three staters, that the council either wanted the
Choice 300-500 lbs. 31.50-34.00, Mrs. Donna Hale of Detroit, city divided in such a way that
500-700 lbs. 28.50-31.50, Good 300- Mich., Mrs. Minnie Rhodes and the election of a Negro was January 36, 1971
500 lbs. 28.50-31.50, 500-700 lbs. Miss Lurlene Colson, both of guaranteed, or, that the council ADULTS 101
Paducah; five brothers. Marvin wanted the city divided into
25.50-28.50.
six NURSERY 8
reeeder Heifers: Choice 300.- of Almo Route One, Raymond of wards of equal population den500 Abs. 29.50-32.00, mixed Good Murray Route Three, Sanders of sity. On being assured that he NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
and Choice 300-500 lbs. 27.00-29.50 Fteidland, Troy of Paducah, and would receive written guidelines,
Toy of Detroit. Mich.
53C-700 lbs. 2..50-27.00.
DISMISSALS
he accepted the problem once
Terry Downey, 522 White Hal
again.
Koenan had pointed out that six MSU, Murray, Jerry Rust, Rt. 5
wards would eliminate four of the Murray, James Cohn, 516 S.
Donald
present
council
through 11th, —Murray,
legislation, that six wards would Weatherford, Rt, 2, Buchanan,
be difficult to change as the city Tend., Ray Jourden, Rt. 1,
grows,and there would beless Murray, Calvin Compton, Rt. 4,
certainty of two needed can- Murray, Ma. Ann Perry, 302
Pine, Murray, Mrs. Marilan
didates from a smaller area.
Four wards would allow all Garland and Baby Girl, Rt. 7,
present councilmen to seek the Murray, Master Jimmy Adams,
RESIDENCE:
position again; lines could be Rt. 4, Murray, Miss Verenda
easily changed as the city grows Smith, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Ann
Must live in rural area, own land in rural area or be emby sliding a line east or west, and Watson, Rt. 7, Murray, Cletus
ployed in -twat area
the other line north or south; and Ward, 112 N . 12th, Murray. Mrs.
Applicant & Income Must:
that there would be a greater Rowena Stubblefield, New
1 Be a citizen 18 years of age or older.
possibility of three candidates Concord, Miss Media Hall, 215 S.
12th, Murray, Bodie Cathen 603
2) Not own an adequate home.
from each quarter of the city.
3 Have good credit and character rating.
J. H. Shackelford of the firm of Sycamore St., Murray, Mrs.
( 4 ) Have income to pay living expenses and Shackeflford, Goode and Thur- Flossie Miller From Cony.
scheduled loan payments and other in- man, reviwed the general fund Div
debtedness.
audit of the city. He pointed out
(5) Have income of less than $6,000,00 per
that the income of the city had January 27, 1971
year. Larger income may qualify if family is
increased by about 1100,000 Ina' ADULTS :03
--ex
-Fititionally large.
that the expenses had -increased NURSERY 7
If family owns an inadequate home a loan may be made to
by like amount. He pointed out
NEWBORN ADMISSIONbring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.
that in any business today that
Baby Boy Hopwdod (Mrs. Lela
this is the usual trend The city
HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
ended up the year with a surplus Hopwood), Rt. 2, Murray.
--neti-Not exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living space
of $8,240.83. This curplus was due
unless more than five in family.
DISMISSALS
to the payment of in-lieu-of-tax
(2) One Lath only for family of less than live
Mrs. Carolyn Elkins, Alm_q,
payments by the Murray Electric
nien
—ibers.
System which had been held vp Mrsjudy Hodd,Box 251,santonst_
(3) Not more than three bedrooms if family is
by litigation.
Mrs. Peggy Ray, Rt. 3, Murray,
not more than five hp-number. .
Mr. Shackelford included in the Giles Stowe, Rt, 7, Lynn Grove,
(4).No den,T. V., or rumpus room but may
audit the standing of Murray Harold Houston, Rt. 4, Murray,
include extra space for s'aop if needed for earHospital bonds, and the Mrs. Patricia Dugger, Rt. 3,
ning living.
Firemen's and Policemen' Murray, Mrs. Martha Rough and
(5) No alaborate, luxurious, expensive, doors,
Pension fund status. This audit Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Farmington,
windows, built-in cabinets, bars, paneling, etc.
was be published in Saturday's Mrs..lessicaSiegmwid and Baby
Girl, 503 N. 6th, Murray, Miss
16i Rouse may not cost more man 616,000.00
Ledger sad Times.
One Group
r_loas not include cost of lot and water system
General Pipe and Supply was Susan Miller, Box 707 Hester Hall
(7) House must be conventional design.
the law bidder on a carload of MSU, Murray, Harold aStone, Rt.
pipe for the Murray Natural Gas 7, Murray, Mrs. Beatriee
Must not have double carport or garage.
System. They bid 15.70 per Phillips, Rt. 1, Almo, Earl
hundred on one inch pipe and Newport, Rt, 1, Springville,
SITE REQUIREMENTS:
on the two inch pipe. Hoe Tenn., Mrs. Rosa Self (expired).
$48.35
Where loan funcis are involved in site purchase not more than
Supply
Company bid $25.70 and 115 S. 10th, Murray.
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept. requires
y48.40; Noland Company, Inc. bid
minimum of 10,000 square feet if, septic tank installed
$25.90 and $48.75; Henry A. Petter , . FAILED :ro APPEAR
otherwise these are no set requirements as to size of lot
Supply bid $25.97 and $48.93; bids
I were received from nap other
Jimmie Lee Collis of Murray
For More Information
!firms also but were much higher. Route Two failed to appear in
Bids were opened on a new McCracken Coupty Court on a
Call or See
police cruiser. Parker Motors charge nf - -driflitg while inwas the only bid received. Taylor toxicated, and his bond of $200
Chevrolet answered the bid was ordered forfeited, according
request with a letter saying that to the court report published in
• 901 Story Avenue
their product was "written out of the Sun-Democrat.
the specifinations". Taylor
Office - South 9th Street
Motors answered by saying that agreed Oat .all -bids woutd be
and
insufficient time was given them rejected
that
7,53-7R50
'
'to formulate a bid. The council specifications would be sut,DOWNTOWN MURRAY
netted .t• interested bidders: .-• •
- — ••

fair and equitable as we can,"
the President said.
No Definite Date
He did not set a target date
for an end to the draft and he
said the most optimistic observers. "agree we would not be
Lo.er.d the draft in the next
year or so without sericusly
weakerCng our military forces
and impairing our ability to
forestall threats to the peace."
The new increases, effective
May 1, would provide a 50 per
cent pay boost for enlisted men
with less than two years of
service.
Roger Kelly, assistant secretary of defense, said the
monthly salary of recruits
would increase from $134 to
$201.90. The rank of E2, usually
achieved vrittan the first year,
woiild be boosted from $249 to
$22s.9C
The rank of E3 and E4,
usaally achieved sifter slightly
more than two years, would be
increased from $180.90 to
$244.20 and from ' $249.90 to
$305.10 respectively, Kelly said.

to talk about the snow of 1917. She
was living in Sullivan Hall at
Eastern State University at the
time. She remembers that the
lavatory in her room got frozen
up and the pipes bur*,Long
icicles hung down froth the Otpes.
The Ohio River near her home
also froze over during that year.
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